Every-Other-Day '

I

electric was the
j • jcrk-wao " train I fW rode.
!• topped a - very cross roads and
Jbt lit 10 time* in between
fw« tinali.v a i.lwd New Rochelle
|r.(i tock a tax: to "Neptune Lanrikg' the gcvdiunent dock on the
liainland. We waited around there
lor the beat fcr about a half-hour,
Liking to the Mil.tary Police <M.
k> ar.d other new men. Guess who
|e found—Floyd Carver of Camlen. mowoim from home!
After about a mile boat ride we
landed at the Fort Slocum dock
here we were herded into a waitrg rocm where we were met by
In "authority crazy'’ rookie who
Ircught down overcoats for those
pthout them. He then took us
|> ; ■ Rei rii.t rte option Centre
Ihere we wi re introduced to the
|o ' Renil.itioi. regarding recruits
u:d given a bed. towel, sheets,
pothbm n having kn. and other
p.let articli
Oh yes. they gave
cur supper. And what do you
but that

w

btnk it

waa? Beanal

We ;pent most of the following
lav p 11
< ir phyi leal —mm*
Lea u ed and fitted to unifoms
nd other equipment. Then we
leie Introduced to our new barLcks. They eerta nly arc swell.
Yesterday we /pent the morning
ud
the intelligent exams, in
lie uirerri.on v.- >-rubbed floors,
lc getting ready for a general
[..portion; and then the General
Lin : even lo‘ k us over.
If anyone wants to wiite to us
lir address is: 2d Recruit Com|m\ I-.rt Sh u:n New York.
Stewart M. Pcllard
Ifliitwcrlhe to The Courier-Gazette

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.
•service to:

|Yin.ilhaveii. North Ilaven, Ston
ington, Isle au llaut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
■subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
«*. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
fi.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
b.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
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Penny Carnival

MR. FRANK MERRIWELL”

So. Thomaston’s Smart
and Loyal Workers
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Gilbert Patten, Camden Author, Brings

Raising Fund For CoastArtillerymen

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cants.

His Popular Hero Back To Life

F.iday night April 4 at Wessawe-keag Grange Hall, South Thom“Mr. Frank Merriwell,” a new
a.-ten there will be held a penny
novel by the popular fiction writer
carnival. The committee in charge
| Gilbert Patten fBurt L. Standish)
comprises Mrs. Flora Baum, Mrs. ' brings back to life the famous
Ann e Dennison, Mrs. Edgar Ul
mer, Mrs. Helen Rackliff, Mrs.
Myrtle Makipen, Mrs. Francis Nor
ton. Mrs. Arlene Hopkns, Mrs.
Ruoy Makinen, Mrs. Albert Davis
and Mrs. Bernice Sleeper.
It is the hope cf this committee
to raise money for the boys of the
240th Coast Artillery who are sta
tioned at the Forts at Portland, for
a year or more service. The word
has ccme that these boys need fur
niture, such as tables, radios, chairs
and such other furniture as will
make the beys more comfortable
during their stay in the service. All
the proceeds of this penny carnival
will go to the boys of the 240th.
The program will open at 7.30
p in. with a full fledged carnival
in tlie Grange hall. There will be
beano, the penny tub, and other
games familiar to all. Following
the carnival there will be a lunch
The creator of “Frank Merri
cf andwehes and coffee.
well,
’’ Gilbert Patten,
The Committee has arranged for
several speakers who will talk of the
boys who have left and of the story-book hero, known to young
pre ent crisis. Edward J. Roark, of and* old alike. Written in an easy,
St George will be the master of conversational style, the story tells
ceremonies, with Gilford B. Butler, of life in Elmsport, a city prac
of Scuth Thomaston, and National tically run by an embittered old
Deputy Chief of -Staff, (Veterans millionaire, Henry Willwin.
of Foreign Wans) Oliver R. Hamlin,
It is Merriwell's plan to build a
cf South Thomaston, as speakers. Manual Arts School, to help the
There will be a musical program by poorer residents get a higher edu
the South Thomaston Grange Or cation and appreciate a high
chestra, with solo by Elsie Norton. standard of living, instead of
All Patriotic and Civic bodies in working in Willwin’s mill, the only
Kncx County are urged to attend
th s carnival to help make it pos industry in the city, and where
sible for the boys who have left men slave for starvation wages. It
Knox County, to enjoy their stay is only natural that a long and bit
ter fight ensues between these two
at the Fort.
Any donations can be sent to Mrs. men. and several others become
Flora Baum, South Thomaston, Pest ) involved as the story progresses.
Willwin is determined to keep
Office.
The slogan of the committee is things- at a low standard, ar.d
Ccme to South Thomaston, April 4, stoops to every kind of low trick
have an enjoyable time yourself and to deter Merriwell's progressive
make a comfortable time for our move.
boys who have left.
Mr. Merriwell's family consists of
Oliver R. Hamlin
Mrs. Merriwell, a woman possess
ing a sweet and understanding dis
position, who, in the face of trouble
keeps smiling; a daughter, Bart, a
young, high spirited) girl of high
school age; and a son Frank, a
LEAK£
young newspaper correspondent,
who is reported killed in an air
INTUt
YOU
raid in Amsterdam.
MAY
The story moves rapidly along
NEED
from day to day with this happy
family, the troubles which they
encounter, the excitement of a
HEATING CONTRACTORS
strike, and even a murder. Ro
mance is furnished by Miss Bart
PLUMBERS • PAINTERS
and Jack Willwin, the millionaire’s
ROOFERS • CONTRACTORS
son.
Interwoven in the story is much
about the new World1 War,, and a
definite stand for add to Britain is
FIND THI M IN
taken. Merriwell, sensing a lack
of high ideals andi reverence of
TELEPHONE OIKECTOHY
patriotism m the youth of today,
hadi the inspiration of forming the
Young
Defenders of
Liberty

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier

was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These

throughout the country. The or papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
ganization was to serve as an anti
dote for the communistic propa
ganda with which young minds
[EDITORIAL]
might be filled.
It is a book that promises hours
COMMANDER WARNER’S VIEWS
of reading pleasure for the fans
Addressing the State legislature in Augusta Tuesday,
of Gilbert Patten, and is no dis
Milo
J. Warner, national commander of the American Legion,
appointment to his many admirers.
stressed
a point which the inland States probably overlook,
The career of Gilbert Patten, as
and
that
is Maine’s geographical location with reference to
a novelist, has been watched with
national
defense
and a possible hostile invasion. And there
special interest by the present
was
practical
common
sense in his declaration that “the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette, as
quicker we are prepared the less chance there will be that we
their lives have run so nearly
parallel with respect to that great
will have to fight—but if necessary we will fight,” he added.
est of outdoor sports—baseball. In
Warner voiced the belief of British air forces in their ability
the creation of this popular fic
to lick the Germans in overhead battles. “The people of Eng
tional hero, Frank MerriwelL Mr.
land,” he said, “definitely have the determination to win re
Patten improvised largely upon ex
gardless of thte cost.” Financially the cost is going to fall
citing diamond/ episodes which he
very heavily on the shoulders of the American people, but dol
had personally witnessed.
lars are scarcely to be compared with the terrible experience
His Summers have always been
Great Britain is undergoing on the sea, on the land, and in
spent in Camden, which is tra
the air. War taxes are a severe burden, but not comparable
ditionally a baseball town. It
to the momentary danger of lives being snuffed out.
boasted semi-professional teams of
a high calibre and participating
THE STRUGGLE FOR GRANITE
in their glories has ever been some
local player acquitting himself in a
John J. Tobin’s letter relative to the granite industry’s
manner that aroused deepest en
struggle for recognition, which appears elsewhere in this issue
thusiasm on the part of loyal, and
is undoubtedly an accurate version of what the manufacturers
naturally partisan, spectators.
have
been facing the past four years. It is a struggle for the
In the sultry days of the Sum
survival of the fittest, and who doubts for a moment that
mer season he chose a com
granite is the best and most durable building material that
fortable seat among the bleachcan be found. Washington turns a deaf ear to pleas which
erites, puffed' away at his favorite
would mean the salvation of this great industry—Washington
cigar, watched tlie fleecy clouds
float lazily over Battie's lofty sum
spends money like a drunken sailor, regardless of the merit
mit, and prepared to devote a
which may be possessed by the project. We recommend to all
couple of hours to his favorite
of our readers that they make a careful perusal of Mr. Tobin’s
pastime. In these days, and it has
timely article.
by no means 'been eliminated at
present time, there was the sort of
TIME TO END IT
rivalry, particularly between Cam
den and Rockland, which some
Government seizure of the Allis Chalmers manufacturing
times inspires in otherwise level
plant is threatened if the company and C.I.O refuse to immedi
headed gentlemen, the conviction
ately end the 10 weeks’ strike which is holding up materials
that the umpire ought to be drawn
necessary for National Defense. Good for Uncle Sam. De
and quartered, and that the par
linquency of that sort in Germany would probably result in
tisan spectators from the other
a
firing squad.
town were no fit associates.
Mr.

Patten,

along

with

the

writer, has many times been in the
thick of these bitter feuds, but
above it all he has found Mr. Pat
ten what the world calls “a
straight shooter,” wanting justice
and fair play even for the “detest
ed” rival.
And that is the sort of man who
became the idol of young and old
readers who delight in light fic
tion where merit and perseverance
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Gregory’s this Easter

Im means comfort —

ortl out measures the
J more comfort in the
kvider doors, greater
(.xtra front-scat headlarger windshield and
|i more comfortable—
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road.
Iriiling more comfort-

WALDO THEATRE

stores ... if you are a good

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

in

sider this stock before you

consider

your

We both know the Spring

clothes are beautifully be

■ki

coming
FOR SHEER BEAUTY"

llETNESS YOU’LL EMJOf
9*015

If NOW! For the best Deal
k Your Local Ford Dealer

by KOUBIGANT
We’re proud to present this new sheer make-up
. . . created by Houbigant in answer to the ex
press wishes of hundreds of women. Be the
first to try it! Get the luxurious Handkerchief
Case, outfitted with “Travel Sizes’’ ... a very

special value at $1

.50. For a limited time only.

Foundation Lotion, $1.50
Sheer-Sifted Face Powder, $1.50
Rouge and Matching Lipstick, $1.00 each

and

we

simply

want you to come in and
find out that our prices are

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 27-28

ur

RATe cosmencs

376 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. ME.

CAROLE LOMBARD

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in

“MR. AND MRS. SMITH”
with
Gene Raymond, Jack Carson
also

NEWS. SELECTED SHORTS

as easy to pay as the gar
ments are to try on.

EASTER SUITS
$25.00, $30.00, $35.00
EASTER TOPCOATS

$25.00

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 29
DOUBLE FEATURE

“WHERE DID YOU
GET THAT GIRL”
With
Errol Flynn, Helen Parrish
and JANE WITHERS in
“GOLDEN HOOFS”

SUN.-MON, MARCH 30-31
Twentieth Century Fox Presents

“WESTERN UNION”

GREGORYS
LEPHONE 61

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

Alfred Hitchcock directs one of
the funniest comedies yet!

"NEW SHEER MAKE UP

lies.

selecting

Easter Suit from any other.

4mT* on your present

bring new Quieincst of
■he low-price field I, New
lulening throughout J. New
. 1. Body Rubbei^lnjulited
from tome 4. ;oo$t Suffer
If urved Disc Wheels to absorb

win the battle. “Frank Merriwell”
has become more than a national
hero; his name and fame are
known on both sides of the water
—immortalized by a pen which
never strikes a false note. May
the gray-ha; redi man who is still
a youth at heart find for his new
book “Mr. Prank Merriwell’' the
largest clientele that has ever
been drawn to tiiat popular char
acter.

judge of values you’ll con

engineering develDTION SPRINGS.”
|ing’’ are now elimihumps. These new
’ plus new stabilizer,
lived shock absorbers
lat's completely tieu!

II. V-8 Economy En-

(Bangor Daily News)
A shortage of skilled workers in Maine for shoemaking,
weaving, shipbuilding, metal and machine trades is reported
by Clifford A. Somerville, State unemployment compensation
commission chairman. Yet he said $509,000 will be paid in
unemployment compensation benefits the first three months
of this year. Who gets these benefits, and why if there is a
shortage of workers, aren't they employed?
Here is an indication of some $2,000,000 or more a year
being paid out to people out of work on the one hand, and a
shortage on the other. True, skilled workers are wanted and
they are needed where the work is. But it would not cost more
than a fraction of the compensation money to train them and
work can be decentralized by sub-contracts so as to spread it
into more communities in the State and take up the slack in
employables without breaking up their homes. Here is a spe
cific instance of the kind of constructive economy which the
State 'Legislature should concern itself with, instead of reach
ing into people’s pockets for small handouts in additional
taxes.
Mr. Somerville pointed to the half million dollar quar
terly compensation payments as the lowest in the commis
sion’s history, some $200,000 less than the first quarter of last
year. That is progress. The remaining sum would go a long
way to solve some of our more pressing financial troubles in
this State, however. And there may be many more such sums
tucked here and there which an administration empowered to
effect strict economy can save without injury to the bene
ficiaries.

different

try on

Iw

Il NESS. Try its great
Mter "getaway’' with

SOLVE THIS RIDDLE

No matter how many suits

you

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 27,1941

TEL 294

416 MAIN STM ROCKLAND, ME.

with
Robert Young, Randolph Scott

Virginia Gilmore, John Carradine
Slim Summerville
In Technicolor
Also an MGM
“CRIME DOES NOT PAY”
Short “RESPECT THE LAW”

We Hope This Is True
A radio broadcast this morning
stated that the new Yugoslavia
government had been overthrown
and that a pro-British prime
minister was at the head of affairs.
The announcement also said that
the men responsible for swinging
the nation into the Axis fold had
been arrested.
Part of Maine's broad civil de
fense planning became crystallized
yesterday with co-ordination of
county law enforcement agencies
behind the State Police. State
Police Chief Henry P. Weaver an
nounced the completion of an in
ventory Of police resources and
equipment and a list of county co
ordinators of law enforcement
bodies in the State who would re
ceive appointment by Gov. Sewall.
The list includes Sheriff C. Earle
Ludwick as oo-ordinator in Knox
County, and Sheriff Ralph Miller
as co-ordinator in Lincoln Coun
ty with Deputy Sheriff Herbert
Pinkham as assistant.
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WHAT THE LAST STORM DID

“The Black Cat”

Many Toll Lines and Phones Out Of

Commission—Strenuous Work By
Company—State Police Radio
Tuesday's storm brought havoc
to the Telephone Company. Be
tween Belfast and Camden, there
are 172 poles down on the toll sec
tion that runs from Rockland’ to
Bangor and points north. Eightyfive other poles are down, 28 of
them 'being on Dodge’s Mt., carry
ing toil circuits to Bangor. Au
gusta, and Belfast area; seven more
in Warren, carrying toll circuits
to Portland and Boston.
There were 250 local telephones
out of order in Rockland and Cam
den. Division Manager T. C. Stone
said.
A crew was sent here immediate
ly from Portland, and it was ex
pected that two circuits would be
open to Bath last night. Emer
gency temporary service, using
covered wire, is to be used, while
getting the lines back in order,
and rebuilding will follow shortly
after.
Outside communication, mean
time, has been carried1 on very sat
isfactorily by a portable short
wave radio which was rushed to
Owls Head from Portland. The
set is hooked up with the Rock
land office lines, and the messages
sent on the radio are picked up
in Green Harbor, Mass, then re
layed back on the regular cirucit.
Wire Chief Fred P. Colson went
on the job yesterday morning at
4 o’clock, and on hand were John
W. Baker, District Plant Super
visor of Bangor and Charles W.
Alexander of Augusta, district
construction foreman.

State Police On Job

The State Police radio system
proved its worth Tuesday night
and Wednesday when it was
pressed into service for the trans
mission of messages to and from
areas that were without telephone
and power lines due to the storm.
Tlie system was quickly set in mo
tion, when a request came from
Almon Young of the Central Maine
Power Company, by Lieut. Edward
Marks in charge of the Third
District,

The area around Brooks and
Liberty were isolated' from the out
side world and were dependent
upon the efforts of the State
Troopers to transmit emergency
messages. Officer Ronald Faulkingham was stationed in a radio car
at Liberty while Officers Herbert
Marriner and Charles Marks were
in another car at Augusta Head^
suarters and Offlier Stanley Poland
at Boothfoay Harbor.
The dispatcher of the Central
Maine at Augusta gave his mes
sages for the repair crews to the
Augusta car which in turn trans
mitted them to the Thomaston
Barracks where Desk Radio Offi
cers Frederick Tripp and Daniel
C. Pray were on duty and sent
them out to the cars stationed
in the damaged areas.
The officers in these cars gath
ered tlie repair crews and directed
tlie work through the messages
from the Augusta office. Cut
overs and repairs were rushed
through so that a part of that
area had' service .by Wednesday
night. Crews under Almon Young
were in constant touch with the
police and received and transmit
ted messages to Augusta through
them, all telephone lines in that
area being down due to the storm.
The Liberty Telephone Company
had nearly ICO poles down and
was completely out of commission
and emergency messages were re
layed through the police hookup.
’Tlie radio station at Thomaston
was installed last August and the
cars were equipped with two-way
radio so that they could talk with
the station and with other cars of
the district. Tlie car transmit
ters were built only to send for
a ten-mile radius, but in this
emergency, the cars were some 4C
miles from their main station and
were able to do splendid work.

By The Roving Reporter

Although the picture appearing
in Saturday's issue was taken many
years ago, quite a number of
readers identified it as Bob Web
ster's, One reader, away out in
New York, sent in the answer,
fearful that home folks might not
guess.
Tlie bus passenger offered a dol
lar bill in payment of his 10-cent
fare. The driver couldn't change it,
but allowed he could change a flvedollar bill. You may have heard
this one. but if you have not, try
a little figuring.

A subscriber asks if The Black
Cat could swallow this one: A col
lector on his Saturday rounds about
town actually met this excuse—“I
can’t pay my milk bill because I
have to license my car.” “But you
liave no car!” “No, but I'm going
to buy one.”

There is one drug store to each
2274 persons, according to the
Census. Yet thirsty persons often
have to stand in line at the soda
counters.
With 15,000,000 acres of wood
lands, Maine has the largest area
of timberland in the East. Maybe
thats why some of our high-hat
friends up Bosting way refer to
Maine as “down In the sticks.”

A Rockland lady is still smiling
over the letter she received this
week from a friend who has a
strong sense of humor. “You can’t
The officers hadi to put long fool me,” he said; “I’m too ignor
hours on duty and were at times ant.”
swamped with work and didi a
E. H Philbrick is intrigued by
splendid jcb. Had this emergency
arisen one year ago, repair work the memory tests recently suggest
would have been much slower due ed in this column, and he now
wants to know if anyone can re
to the lack of communications.
member when the women wore
tassles on their boot-tops. But
Mr. Philbrick wonders what par
ticular good they did in those days
as the dresses never got up high
enough to display them. Such be
ing the case where did Mr. Phil
One Here With 400-Hour brick obtain his information?

VOCATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Steps Taken For

Course In Ten 40-Hour Weeks
Rocklandi's part in the national
defense program was the purpose
of an interesting meeting Tuesday
night in the City Building, when
Mayor E. R. Veazie and a group
of this city's industrial and busi
ness men met with Austin Alden
of Augusta, of the State Depart
ment of Education vocational
training department, N. Cook
Sholes
of
Vinalhaven, State
Supervisor of Vocational Train
ing of WP.A., and Thomas E.
Jordan of Hallowell, district man
ager of W.P.A., to dsacuss and
make plans 'for the founding of
a training school in this city.
Supt. George J. Cumming, in
giving a general outline of the
plan, stated that the city was to
furnish a building to be rented by
the Department of Education, as

well as equipped, lighted, and in
structed by this department.
The school, somewhat similar to
those already in operation in
Quoddy and Dexter, would have
a 400-hour course, divided in ten40-hour weeks, and there would
be three schools, on a 24-hour basis.
He announced that an engineer
ing committee, acting in the
capacity of advisors, was to be
composed of P. P. Bicknell of
Bicknell Manufacturing Company,
Fred C. Oatcombe of Snow’s Ship
yard. and John M. Pomeroy of the
cement plant; and a labor com
mittee, Harold Davis of Bicknell’s,
Ernest B. Packard of the Lime
Company and Maurice R. Snow
of Snows Shipyard.
Mr. Alden explained the details
of starting such a school, specific
ally that the city would furnish a
building, for Which rent, equip
ment, lights, material and instruc
tors would be furnished by his de
partment.
The plans for the
school, once decided upon, must
go into an application and be sent
to Washington, D. C., to be ap
proved by the Department of Edu
cation, the War Department and
the Defense Commission.
The WP.A. rolls of the city
would furnish 50 percent of the
trainees, who would receive the
same rate of pay while taking the

course; and the other 50 percent
would be selected from the local
Employment office.
John W. Trott of the Employ
ment Office, stated that, in train
ing these men with no experience

or semi-skilled, would place them
in a position to be put to work,
not necessarily in this section, but
anywhere in the United States in
the defense program. He gave a
brief but detailed resume of the
labor conditions in Maine, and the
classification of workers most
called for, and' those that he
could furnish, through his office.
'Fred C. Oatcombe and Maurice
R. Snow told of the shortage of
workers in certain lines in their
particular business, such as ma
chinists, acetylene welders and
marine electricians.
Mr. Gatccmbe stressed the im

Much interested in the town of
Friendship, and always a booster
for it, “Doc” Watson of Norwood,
Mass., writes: "How did “The Black
Cat” happen to miss Friendship
in the list of Maine towns? It is
a prominent word in our great so
cieties and God knows the world
needs more of it today.”

"Cream" is a small word, but from
its five letters are to be obtained a
surprisingly large number of Eng
lish words, using the letters but
once, and eliminating proper names
ano abbreviations. Just to see
how many somebody else will find
I am starting the ball rolling with
21. If you have a larger list send
it in.

portance of having more than one
“D.L.D.” of Union writes: “Mrs.
kind of study course in a training Joanna Dodge of Union has a col
school, and suggested machine lection of 51 china glass and metal
shop work, marine electrical in elephants, all different.
They
stallation, blueprint reading, etc.
include teapots, pitchers, ashtrays,
Mr. Snow told of training ap cigarette holders, paperweights and
prentices in the shop, and ex just plain statues; 17 are tiny ones
plained how a training school strung on a ribbon. Mrs. Dodge
would give the rudiments of a cer says if she could have the big ele
tain trade that would1 make it easi phant that stands outside Perry’s
er to train them in an actual work Nut House in Belfast, her collec
tion would be complete. She also
ing shop.
Mr. Bicknell explained that in has a collection of 31 small cups
has particular business, the manu and saucers. One of her active
facture of machine tools and gran hobbies is crocheting. Within the
ite cutting equipment, a man of last two years She has crocheted a
three years experience is really lovely full size bedspread, a crib
needed, but that he had taught spread in filet with animal designs,
and is now crocheting a table
many young men the foundations cover.
of a machinist's trade, many of
whom are now working away from
County roads which are not
home earning good wages. He ex
tarred
should be not only tarred,
pressed the thought that such a
but
feathered.
school, while not
thoroughly
training a man, would at least
Mrs John Meservey has the
show if he ia at all adaptable to
“
Deck"
Meservey violin recently re
a certain trade.
ferred
to
by Iree Member. It is
Mr. Davis told of the consider
150
years
old,
and its value is unim
able need of machinists, and said
paired.
that if a man had had no ex
perience. but simply knew the
One year ago: Floyd Benner, son
language, it would help the em
of L. W. Benner,, was badly injured
ployer.
John Pomeroy stated that he in an accident at Greene.—Willis
found a lack of classified workers, Ayer and A. W. Gregory returned
and felt that the 10-week training from a 7000-mile trip into the
course would be a great advantage. Southland.—The body of the miss
Allan F. Me Alary voiced the same ing Friendship lobster fisherman,
opinion, and stated that he had Leander M. Cushman was found on
the back side of Long Island.—Mrs.
found, on several occasions, that Edward O. Carver died in Vinal
WP.A. men were very adaptable haven.—Prof. Allen R. Benner, 69,
in jobs of .particular skill.
died in Waldoboro.—Mrs. Charles
At the end of the open forum, B. Smith, 87, died in Vlnalhaven.—
the meeting adjourned to Mayor Everybody was getting ready for
Veazie’s office, where plans were the arrival of the census taker.—
drawn up for a school for local Mrs. Abel Fuller, 87, died at her
needs, definite plans of which will home on Broadway —Ralph Cliftoo
Sheldon, 72, died in Camden.
be announced.

The Courier-Gazette TALK OF THE TOWN Eight Initiates

The Industrial Accident Commis
sion will hold a hearing April 4 at
Will Ride Goat When
Peace I leave with you. my peace 11 a. m., in the Municipal Court
Thespian Society Meets In
I give unto you: not as the world room
School Library Tonight
giveth. give I unto you. Let not
Albert McCarty, as a member of
your heart be troubled, neither let
The National Thespian Society
the Choral Arts singers oi Boston
It be afradd —sJolun 14: 27.
University. Is on tour witti the of Rockland High School will hold a
group and is spending two days in formal initiation at its meeting to
night at 7 15 in the school lib ary.
Book Review
Washington, D. C.
The new members to be initiated
(By K. S. F.)
All members cf Knox Lodge are Walter Butler. June Chatto,
FA M., Sooth Thomaston are re Lucille Connon, Harrison Dew,
•*H. M. Pullham, Esquire.” A novel quested by W M. James Williams Nancy Howard. Barbara Lassell,
by John P. Marquand Published by to meet at 1 30 Saturday afternoon Per;y Margeson and Charles Weed.
The pregram will oe under the
Little Brown and Company, Boston. to attend the funeral ol their late
chairmanship
of Christy Adams and
Readers who are after the vital brother Willard P Sleeper.
will
inciude
a
review of the Maine
Interests of life in their hours cf
Masque
Festival
by Allston E.
recreation, are to have i full time ' Many rad.o stations will have a
Smith;
skit,
‘‘
It
Won
’t Be Long
new
location
cn
the
dial
commenc

enjoyment by again encounter;.1 < a
Now,"
Mary
Anastasio
and Robert
ing
Saturday,
with
a
view
to
giving
book that comes near to going niv, I
:
Chisholm;
reading,
‘
Tails,
’’ Waiter
of this author’s 1938 Pulitzer Br re clearer receptiop. If you are un
1
Butler;
rev.ew,
"There
Shall
Be
novel in "The I^ate George Apley." able fo find vour favorite program
,No
Night,"
Marguerite
Mahoney;
This latest child of John Mar telephone 844. The Radio Shop
quand's pen is a living and holding next south of Fe;ry's coal office. skit, “’arry and ’arriet;’’ Priscilla
Brazier, Elmer Havener and Geral
story of human experience in pres
Commencing next week Park dine Norton; make-up demonstra
ent life and events of today. The
Joseph Emery; reading, “The
reading of it makes one look within Theatre will inaugurate double fea T*tion,
—
cn
1
ctr ty,' Barbara Lassell; ra
ture
programs
on
Tuesday,
Wednes

und search for moments lived such
dio skit, James Economy, announcer,
day
and
Thursday
according
to
as is found here.
assisted by Marguerite Mahoney,
*‘H. M Pullham, Esquire” is tha announcement made by Manager
Harrison
Dow and Roger Conant.
Allaire
yesterday.
The
new
ven

story of a man whose life is shaped
A
business
meeting and the serv
ture
will
doubtless
prove
very
by his surroundings in a mold
ing
of
refreshments
will bring the
popular.
formed by his early life—smooth and
interesting evening to a close.
gratifying and self evolving. One
The Odd Fellow and Rebekah getNext Thursday, the Thespian So
finds romance, laughter and tears,
together
tonight will feature an en ciety will hold a party, entertain
and some rare satire, and also ar
dent moments in the atmosphere of tertainment, music and refresh ing all the boys and girls who as
ments. The committee in charge is sisted in the production of the
these pages.
S. Davis Nestor Brown, Roy three one-act plays There will be
This novel seems like an autobi Luke
Mank, Miss Gladys Doherty, Miss entertainment, dancing and games,
ography as the author lets Harry Emma Harding and Mrs. Laurence
and 52 invitations have been issued.
tell his own story from the van
Perry. Those not solicited will take
tage point of years of life and ad sandwiches.
ventures. The reader is fascinated
with the realities of his every day
Tolls on the Carlton Bridge be
At the St. Peter’s Church supper
experiences.
tween Woolwich and Bath was sus to be served Saturday night ip. the
Tiie book is beautifully bound and pended permanently yesterday aft
generously made to suit the most ernoon at 2.15. Gov. Sewall signed Undercroft, Mrs. Roy E. Estes as
fastidious taste, and is really tops, the emergency measure, and Chair chairman will be assisted by Mrs.
in the art of fiction. One of Little man Stillman E. Woodman of the Walter C Ladd. Mis. George Avery,
Mrs. Blake Aunts. Mrs. Agues Hard
Brown
Company's great finds.
Maine State Highway Commission ing and Mrs. Alton Decrow. Miss
notified the Commission’s repre Emma Harding will have charge
Too much lime is as injurious to sentative on the bridge, Edmund P of
the dining room
soil as too much acid.
Briggs, that no more tolls would be
collected. Not a tear was shed.
The Rockland Ski-Gulls will
round out a highly successful season
Mayor Edward R. Veazie is add Friday night when they have a
ing hds appeal for the city for a banquet at the Camden Snow Bowl
response to the need of Knox —scene of so many happy occasions
County boys in the Army camps tlie past Winter. Supper will be
in Portland. They need chairs, served at 7 o'clock and it will be
tables, radios, games, lamps and followed by dancing. Tlie Club has
victrolas to furnish the recreation more than 40 members, and has
rooms in thair barracks, and it is missed but two Sundays during the
sincerely hoped that the citizens season.
will do their part by getting in
A cubic foot of water is converti
touch with the Red Cross com
ble into 1616 cubic feet of steam.
mittee and offer donations.
-TIMES-A-WEEK

TALK OF THE TOWN

FEAWPOWER

MEN 30 YE

AW

ft) BUILD.'

With The Theatres
Humphrey Bogart and Ida Lupino headline the Friday-Saturday
feature at Strand Theatre. ‘‘High
Sierra.” Bogart is cast in the role
of "Mad Deg" Earle, enemy cf
all that is decent, defiant of every
law who moves t'o his inexorable
doom.
Filial love, put to the most se
vere test is the dramatic theme of
Republics latest Den "Red" Barry
starring Western Wyoming "Wild
cat. at the Park Theatre Friday
and Saturday. Bill Gannon played
by Barry returns from the Span
ish-American war to find his
i-Vher, whom he has always
respected and revered turned rene
gade. Don's adventu es in aitampting to square up his father's
criminal record and turn him into
a respectable citizen once more
lead him into almost overwhelming
difficult es, but he surmounts all
these problems in a highly satis
fying climax and conclusion. Julie
Duncan has a feminine lead, and
Syd Saylor supplies the comedy in
terest.
Also on the same pro
gram, the opening a new thrilling
serial "Mysterious Doctor- Satan,"
plus a cartoon and the latest news
of the day.

LaCTIANCE VS. LeGRASSE
Friday night the Park Street
Arena management, is offering the
champion cf his class and a very
worthy opponent, in presenting
"Lefty" LaChance, tlie Champ, and
Henry LeGasse, tlie contender in
tlie main bout of tlie evening. These
two boys have been promised a title
bout in the very- near future (if they
do their stuff this Friday night.)
The semi-final brings together
the popular Rockland boy. Slasher
Porter, our cwp "one man revolu
tion,” and a protege of LaChance’s
in K O. Richards which promises
to be of tlie slam bang variety.
In the Top prelim fans will see
a rugged boy from Portland in Lee
Anderson, a good fast boxer, who
can take them the hard way, and
another Rockland boy in Young
Phelps, one of tlie rugged gamesters
who lias thrilled the fans before.
The Second Prelim will show
Frankie Bunnon of Portland,
against K. O. Bryant of Bangor,
which should be a very fast exciting
bout. There also will be one other
good bout to round out the eve
ning’s entertainment.
Watch for the announcement in
Tuesday's Courier-Gazette as to the
main event for April 4
Mathias. F. Correa, recently appcinter United States district at
torney for the Southern District of
New York, is bu 30 years old.

TOOK
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for steady pulling power

HERE ARE SOME
Esso;

OF THE

PUTS MUSCLE
INYoURMdToR,

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

OPPOSITE PERRY’S
MAIN STREET MARKET

1.00 DUNGAREES
C orrectly Sized
REINFORCED
OUR
CROTCH
PRICE
FORM FITTING
STRAIN POINTS
RIVETED

67c

1.00 OVERALL
or FROCKS
FULL CUT
LARGE
ROOMY
POCKETS
REINFORCED

79c

OVERALLS
$1.35 VALUE
DEEP TONE
DENIM
HEAVY DUTY
8 POCKETS

FINEST CARS
IN TOE CITY

lowfWCM ’ ■ wGMC TRUCKS ave the
SnOHBtSTPUUBlS^
You couldn’t buy more pulling
power at any price, in any engine
•ize! And these low-priced General
Motors Trucks also give you effort-

lets Ball-Bearing Steering and
GMC’s exclusive Cradle-Coil Seats
that are “as comfortable as your
car.’’Try a value-built CMC today.

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

GMC

ROCKLAND, ME.

AMERICA’S LOW-PRICED
,
TRUCKS OF VALUE
GASOLINE-DIESEL

WORK PANTS

’40 Plymouth Sedan
’40 Ford Tudor
'40 Chev. Tn. Sedan
’40 Plymouth 5-Pass
Coupe

'40 Pontiac Coupe

’40 Dodge Coupe
’40 Pontiac Tr. Tudor
’40 Plymouth Tudor
’39 Buick Sedan

’39 Mercury 5-Pass Coupe

LIVE HEAT

OUR
PRICE

SAVES

UP TO

97c

DRESS PANTS
FOR MEN AND YOUNG
MEN

1.97
$197

OTHERS 82.97

DRESS HATS
NEW SHADES
FOR MEN
’
AND
B
YOUNG MEN
"■ — ■

4 BB
1 X
f

QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES
M.UL ORDERS FILLFD
WE PAY POSTAGE

28Th-tf

d/4

’39
'39
’39
’38
'38
’38
’38
’38
’37

Chevrolet Coupe
Plymouth Spt. Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Chev. Sport Sedan
Oldsmobile Sedan
Ford Tudor
Studebaker Tudor
Ford Sedan
Oldsmobile Sedan

’37 Chevrolet Tn. Sedan

’37
’3 6
’36
’36
’36
’36
’35
’34
'38
’37
'37

Pontiac Tr. Sechin
Graham Sedan
Ford Tr. Tudor
Pontiac Tr. Sedan
Ford Coupe
Chevrolet Spt. Sedan
Oldsmobile Coupe
Pontiac Sedan
Ford V2 Ton Pickup
Chev. Beach Wagon
Ford Beach Wagon

NEW SPRING TERMS NOW AVAILABLE
NO MONEY' DOWN
FIRST PAYMENT NEXT FALL
UP TO THREE YEARS TO PAY

WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING
CONVENIENT TERMS

A. C. McLOON & CO.

MILLER’S GARAGE

TELEPHONE 51,

ROCKLAND, ME.

By
RUTH WARD

The H.gli Schcol team of the
Women's League met a handsome
defeat Monday night at the hands
of the Water Company team of the
National League, losing the total
by 119 pins. Earl Simmons tock all
the honors, rolling a total of 356.
with singles of 111, 100 and 145 His
highest string was featured by a
triple strike, and almost a fourth
when his first ball tock all but one
pin which swayed then stood itr.
ground. Virginia Willis had the
high total cn the women's squad
with 262. There was plenty cf fun,
tlie men's team taking plenty of
riding from the spectators, and the
girls came in for their share. Capt.
Cliff Witham was on hand to pro
tect his team's interests, and is not
too sure thtft the tables won't be
turned in the next match, planned
for tlie near future. The scores:
Water Co. (5)—Simmon.5:, 356;
Curtis, 248; C. Winslow. 248; A
Winslow, 246; Bartlett, 245; total,
1343.
High School (0)—V. Willis 262,
Farrington 244, Mazzeo 242, Mc
Graw 257, E. Wilfts 239. total 1224

Jonathan S. Gardner
Jonathan S. Gardner has ten
dered his resignation as Commis
sioner of Public Works, effective
April 7. Mr. Gardner has served
in this capacity 12 years in Demo
cratic and Republican adimnistrations. He assigned no reason for
his withdrawal, but intimated
that he will probably resume his
former occupation as State road ,
builder. His son Robert has en
tered tlie employ of Black & Gay
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Canners, Inc., at Thomaston.
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FLAVOR THAT’S

As final adjournment day for
the 90th Legislature draws ckser
the:e is a definite fee’.ir.f among
several !??is ators that a lottery
bill, heard <ai’.er in ’he session
and still unreported, has a gord
chance of passing the Housj, aleast, as a revenue measure.
At. a hearing 'before the Legal
Affairs Committee on Jan. 28 Rep
resentative Charles F. Dwinal of
Camden, sponsor of the measure,
estimated a lottery in Maine would
return from $1,590,000 to $2,020 ovO
annually.
Since the hearing the bill has
been in the Legal Affairs Commit
tee. There were indications it
might be reported cut next week
tut best guess was that it would
not come before the Legislature
until the Taxation Committee had
acted on seme lonn cl a new taxa
tion measure.

“BORN’

March 31-Knox Counts
Endeavor Convention a

T

“CLARKOLA”
12 Caps and 59c for a Glass Buffet Set

Trade at
A&P
gave on all
your food
needat
We’re happy to co-operate
with the Federal Surplua
Fooda Stamp Plan.

1

Rockland Stores Only

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN,
BOTTOM ROUND or N. Y. SIRLOIN

FLORIDA ORANGES
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT
CARROTS or BEETS
LOUISIANA YAMS
CALIF. ASPARAGUS

JUICY LGE SIZE

ooz

SEEDLESS
SIZE 80

BAR 4 Qc

llli'llililUliiililll!t!lll!!!lllllll'’mililll>.iimiii!ttiii!UpHli'lll!lll

4% ll"

♦

17C
u 19c
LB 19‘
u 9‘
IB 7‘
L. 8C
LB 1 9C
LB 13'
LB 23c
« 23c
LB 19'

LB

fh Maine U S No 1 Grade 19c

DONUTS

JANE PAMKER-Pla n
Sugared or Cinnamon-DOZ

12c

PARKER
16 OZ
FAMOUS BETTY CROCKER RECIPE

A TOP QUAtlTY GRADE

POUND PRINTS

—that’s v-hy you'll find
these savory Ann Page Beans
extra good. Like all the
Thrifty 33 Ann Page Foods,
A&P both makes and sells
them . . , and shares with
you the savings made by thus
avoiding many usual inbetween expenses
.

LB
N. Y. STATE
MILD

ANN PACE

BEANSQ

g Spark Io
g Puddings
;

MtD EC

CAKE □

tJpLgs

Butterscotch. Vam'la Chocolate

llllHlinillllll'III'lliilllliilliiiiiiriitiiiiiiiiiHiniaLmiwi;

36c
POUND
PRINTS

. ♦

♦

ARMOUR’S TREET 12 OZ CAN 23(
ARMOUR'S CORNED BEEF 2 12CANS
° 35c
TIN OF OC
HERB-OX BOUILLON CUBES 5 CUBES O
TOMATO SOUP
410-jOZi
CANS 25‘
ANN PAGE HONEY
IB JAR 17'
NECTAR TEA ORANGE PEKOE 'iPKGLB Zu
SUNNYFIELD
TAPIOCA
QUICK COOKING
PKG 7C
SCENTED WITH t
BALM SOAP BALSAM
CAKES 25C
ll

SUNNYFIELD

PASTRY FLOUR
FRUIT COCKTAIL

24’S LB
BAG

24*/j IB
SUNNYFIELD
BAG

A&P PEACHES

3 CAKES
O LARGE
J BARS

25c

2 pk« 25c

Macaroon Cup Cakes

FAMILY FLOUR

LB

SUNNYFIELD
REFINED

LUX TOILET SOAP
FLOATING

ib25c

5'i TO 6 LB AVERAGE

4

35c

I U Id LU vS 5°lbba-35c 15lbpeck

25c

SILVERBROOK
BUTTER
SUNNYFIELD
c
BUTTER
00
FRESH CHEESE

S0AP WH,TE

I

49c

IONA TOMATOES
4
251
NO 2
A&P TOMATOES
2 CANS 25'
2
A&P CORN GOLDEN SWEET 3 NO.
CANS 28*
NO 2
RELIABLE PEAS
2 CANS 21*
IONA PEACHES SLICED 2 NOCANS2'i 25c
cr MICO BRAND 6'iOZ
CRABMEAT AKO
PASSED A GRADE CAN 19c
oz 04
RED SALMON SULTANA 16CAN
24
16 OZ «
PINK SALMON COLDSTREAM CAN | 0

4WAN
OTvHII

LB

FLOUNDER
OR CUSKHLIITS
HADDOCK FILLETS
SHRIMP
STEAK COD
FLOUNDERS
MACKEREL
SMOKED FILLETS
SMELTS
HALIBUT
OYSTERS
SALMON

ANGEL FOOD

♦

PURE LARD

CAPONS
FOWL

{ SO LIGHT, SO TENDER

Angel Food Cake

♦

>4

35

HEAVY STEER BEEF

BONED AND ROLLED

Strawberries “17

!S

SLICED

NO. 2J1
CANS

69c

67c
35c

2
NO 2!:
2 CANS 27c

IVORY SNOW
2 PKGS 4 1 C
IVORY FLAKES
2 PKGS 4 1
A&P MATCHES
6 BOXES 1 7C
PACIFIC TOILET PAPER 6 ROLLS 1 8C
CLEANSER WHITE SAIL 3 PKGS 1OC
PANCAKE FLOUR SUNNYFIILD 20PKGO 25c

LUX FLAKES
SOAP FLAKES
sa,l 2LA,C£
CKIPSO FLAKES GRANULES
SOAP POWDER rr

07 O"7C
PEAS GREEN GIANT 2 17cans
ZI
OZ i AC
NIBLETS DEL MAIZ 12CAN
100% Pure Hydrogenaied

3 LB
TIN

EIGHT 0 CLOCK COFFEE

2

1 LB
BAGS

in “Wutherlng Height
House.
April 4 Bdueatlonnl <

Grand Army hall
April
4— -South Thntn
Carnival nt W. -awe ,kea
April 5—Knox Pomona
Weymouth. Grange ol' ii.
April 11 Good Friday
April 11—Cabaret social
Hlgn School
April IS Easter Sunday

TheWeath

“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden”

! 15 OZ CAKE

Baptist Church,
March 31
W
Campaign opens at the Ba
tor two weeks.
March 31—Thomaston l
ini?.
April I—Drive for Can
opens.
April 2 Thonui-tiin
nv Friendly Club at F. l< .
April 2 Dr. Raborn Zei
College ut Congit gatiuna.
8 p hl.
April 4 —Camden
B

BAKED BEANS

462 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

l«12c
IF DESiRED
LAMB FORES
LB 24c
LAMB LEGS
SOFT-MEATED
ROASTING CHICKENS'; a 29c
LB 33c
FACE RUMP ROAST
SMOKED HAMS wJSi l« 25c
SUNNYFIELD
COOKED HAMS Whole or Either Half LB 29c
RIB ROAST HEAVY STEER BEEF LB 25c
BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST HEAVY STEER LB 25c
BRISKET
CORNED BEEF HEAVY STEER l, 29c
LB 15°
FRESH SHOULDERS
LB 27c
NATIVE CHICKENS
LB 29 =
8-14 LB AVERAGE
TURKEYS
HAMBURG LEAN, FRESHLY GROUND
SLICED BACON SUNNYFIELD

talk of the
S3.

IT IS NEW!!! SAVE THE CAPS!

»V IHE CWAI ATIANTK » PA<IHC It* CO.

STEAKS or ROASTS

' Every-Other-Day

March 28 Rubinstein (
„t congregational Church
March 29 Vinalhaven ll
Minstrel Show at Town l
March 2»
W.irren
Mi
••Cole Black and the Se\t
auspices Baptist Men s F.

MFATS & FISH • FRUITS & VEGETABLES • GROCERIES • BAKERY • DAIRY

Vegetable Shortening

RANKIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

At The Capitol

Gardner Resigns

The Community
Bowling
League

'40 Mercury Sedan

'39 Plymouth Coupe

SANFORIZED

STRAIN POINTS
REINFORCED
REG, VAL. $1.25

’41 Chev. Tn. Sedan

'39 Oldsmobile Tr. Sedan
’39 Chev. Sport Sedan

OUR
PRICE

1.47

COVERT

’41 Chev. Sport Sedan

’39 Ford Coupe

SANFORIZED
MADE OF

HEAVY

Appearance with
Excellent Performance

’40 DeSoto Sedan

97c

PEPPERELL
BATTLE AXE
WHIPCORD
KEG. VAL. 82.00

All Present a New Car

Tims Poymanh through our own YMAC Plan at lowest available rates

WORK PANTS

REGULAR
VALUE
$2.50

Every-Other-Day
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World's Largest Selling Coffee 1
PRICES SUBJECT TO MARKET CHANCES

SI

EVAP. MILK

Tlie damp snow wliicl
day night quickly dlsapix
the streets under the sp
terday’s warm sun. but
trail an amount ol dan
will cost the telephone
many thousands of doll,
tail much hard work on i
augmented line crew
a change there is an ann:
of the sun but it Is visit
the Pacific Ocean n
America, so that tlie only
sons who will have a eha
it are the W 11 Winca
are locuted in La Paz. B<
you built your bomb shell

The Catholic Women
hold a business meet.ii
7.30.
Harry W Litbby, .MijHof the Maine State Pish
at Camden, died tins m
Miss Ellen Daly, sup.
of Knox Hospital will
speaker at tlie Rotary in
morrow.

Dors Bcrgerson, daugln
and Mrs. Carl O. Born'
one of nine junior womei
College to be awarded In
als for participation ip .
cording to a recent ann
Numerals are awarded by
en's Athletic, Asscciatioi
basis of Interest, sport
and ability. Mb Borgei
ated from Rockland Hi
in 1938 where she was pro
debating and dramatic,
honor student. At Bate
been cn the freslunun
team and is active in otli
organizations.

Baked beans and cc
supper Saturday night. 5
in Salvation A:my hall
Cooked food sale Satu:
Burpee’s Furniture fiton
Winslow-Holbrook Aux:

Elk’s Beano Friday nig
prize drawn each time

Visit Lucien K. Green
seconck floor, 16 School s
Fellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats, a
prices.

For flying instruction
Treat, 68 Grace St., RJ
adv.

DAVID G. HODGKII
OPTOMETRIJ
336 MAIN ST.. K(M Kl.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—I
Evenings By Appoint

Do you roffer

IMIIGItTION.

ACID FAINA and
Dots a h)peia

|/ ///Y***^*w< f,,| si, , ni l ,
The® try Plunder'• Tahi
praiM-tl bw llmUModt of me

e»ef*where Plunder't ate
(tumult and original pro* et
II. I’lundtT, Ph (*.

IS DAY I
TRIAL
OFFER

SO OAY
ICONOMV SIZE ....

SHELDON S DRUG ST
Main St.,

PILES! PILES!! Pl|
Why spend money on us
remedies? Pile Driver
relief at once. Money ba
delighted. II. A. MAKK(
Me. (mailed anywhere il
$1.00). On sale at Carij
Rate Store, Rockland.

BURPEE
FUNERAL HOH
Ambulance Seri

TELEPHONE
890 or 781-1 or 78l

Every-Other-Day

Evcry-Other-Daj
TALK OF THE TOWN Final School Tonight

VOR THAT’S

ORN
kRICK OVENS/j
1

. 28 Rubinstein Club concert
, ( , ,.r< -atlonal Church
29 Vlnalhaven Hl^h School
'. th Show at Town Hall.

n 29
Warren
Minstrel show
,• B uck and the Seven Clinkers",
‘ , ... Baptist Men's Porum.
’
li 31 Knox County Christian
■.or Convention
at Rockport
t Church.
BjMan
Pu li 31
Warren — Evangelistic
,i^n opens at the Baptist Church
, r two weeks.
y,, i 31 Thomaston Town meet■ A

li&ztdj
[ED BEANS

1

.

for Cancer Control

Drive

'A'..l 2 Thomaston Entertainment
‘niciidly Club at Federated vestry,
r ; 2 Dr. Raborn Zerby of Bates
, ' ,,gr at Congregational Church at
v, il 4
Camden
Barbara Dwinal
Wuthering Heights" at Opera
House.
A. il

4 Educational Club meets at
Grand Army hall.
A.,
4 South Thomaston--Penny
i .'mi- al at We-sawe-keag Orange hall.
, ,:11 5 Knox Pomona meet* with
a, ii, ith Grange of Thomaston.

April

H Good Friday.

A;, il 11 Cabaret social at Rockland
II,ah School.
April 11 Easter Sunday.

IE CAPS!

The Weather

lA”
Buffet Set
28TH37

Trade at

A&P
save on all

your food
needal

iappy to co-operate
le Federal Surplua
itamp Plan.

|rkland Stores Only

UN

The damp snow which fell Tuest. night quickly disappeared from
tt.,. t reets under the spell of yes
terday's warm sun, but left in its
trail an amount of damage which
wl;i cost the telephone companies
many thousands of dollars and enuii. much hard work on tlie part of
minted line crews. Today, for
a n.iiige there is un annular eclipse
of the sun but it is visible only in
• ;.o
Pacific Ocean and South
America, so that the only local periu who will have a chance to see
! air the W II. Wincapaws, who
, rated in lai Paz, Bolivia. Have
, nit your bomb shelter yet?
I e Catholic Women's Club will
In. I a business meet.ng tonight at
7 30

Hairy W. Iabby, superintendent
n! Du- Maine State Fish Hatchery
at. Camden, died this morning.
Mi. s Ellen Daly, superintendent
I Knox Hospital will be guest
pcaker at the Rotary meeting to
morrow.

lb

ic

35c

LB

25c

Dor s Bcrgerson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl O. Borgerson was
one of nine junior women at Bates
College to be awarded her numer
al for participation ip sports, ac
cording to a recent announcement.
Numerals are awarded by the Wom
ens Athletic Association on the
basis of interest, sportsmanship,
and ability. Miss Borgerson gradu
ated from

lb

Rockland

School

High

m 1938 where she was prominent in
and dramatics and an
honor student. At Bates she has
been cn the freshman debating
train and is active in other campus
organizations.

debating

9C

8C

Baked beans and combination
upper Saturday night, 5-7 o'clock,
in Salvation Aitny hall.—adv? It

Cooked food sale Saturday at 2,
Burpee’s Furniture Store, auspices
W.n- low-Holbrook Auxiliary.—adv.
36-37

19c
Elk’s Beano Friday night. $5 door
prize drawn each time.—adv.
10-Th-tf

1 Grade 1
’ 15 Ib peck

Visit Lucien K. Green <fc Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

*ARKER Pan

C

mmon

|

JANf
PARKER

16 C

I

ikes

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

2

Id beef

23*
2 caS 35

UBES

TIN Of 1
5 CUBES I

12 OZ CAN

J

10'iOZ
CANS 25c
IB JAR

DAVIDG. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
3 main st.. koukland, me,
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-2$

1 7C

X for Hyperacid

E PEKOE

STOMACHS

FIELD
OOKING

|D

TH

3

Do you suffer from C«. ACID
INDIGESTION. SOL'S STOMACH.
ACID PAINS and DISCOMFORT?
Does a hyperacid stomach
■
keep you from enjoying rest*
Pl***
ful sleep and eating good, nu
tritious food?
Thou try Pfunderi Tablets, used and
praised by thousands of men and wo^ien
everywhere. Pfunder’t are made to the
formula and original proceMof Fiederick
H. Plunder. Ph G.

CAKES 25c

.4'..li r*nc
D
BAG
24\ ib A-ye
D
BAG 0 |
NO. 2l:
CANS

69
QCC
UU

2

CANS

T

20

A ’7OZ
Z CANS
12 OZ

►aiz

can

Rockland
28-Th 40

to America

PILES! PILES’! PILES!!!

1 7C
1 8C
1 0®
02 f-C

Why spend money on useless pUe
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back If net
delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren
Me. i mailed anywhere in Maine,
Si.00), On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Rockiand. 122Hl-tf

PKG □

27
C
4 AC
10

. MILK

Nelson—At Knox Hospital. March 25.
to Mr and Mrs. Lyndon Nelson, a son
Wayne Phillip.
Brewster At Owl's Head. March 25,
to Mrs. Donald T. Brewster (and the
late Donald T. Brewster,, a son—El
bert Rappleye.

119-tf

The Ford Motor Company’s
business has always been to
serve the needs of the American

people. In providing them with

DIED
I.ibby At Camden. March 27. H W
Libby.
Olson—At Rockland. March 26. Car
rie. wife of Carl Olson.
Sleeper—At South Thomaston, March
26. Willard Peele Sleeper, aged 87 years.
7 months, 21 days. Masonic funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from residence.
Heyer At Waldoboro, March 25. Elden Heyer, aged 58 years. 4 months.
Funeral Saturday at 1 30 o’clock from
Plunders funeral residence.

Public supper in St. Peter’s Un
dercroft Saturday 5-7 p. m., baked
beans, ham, cabbage salad, hot
rolls, pickles, cake, doughnuts, cof
fee 30c.—adv.

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)

140Th-tf

BINGO

DOOR PRIZE—DINNER
Two Attendance Prizes—Quilt or
Chenille Spread; and 53.00
Big Prize on Evening Games

37* It

51 n JL

COFFEE

LB.

Delicious, full bodied—in convenient close clip bag

HADDOCK

STRICTLY FRESII
DRESSED AS DESIRED

COD TONGUES
Salt Fish Bits,

3 lbs 25c

LB.

FANCY

FRESH

Slack Salted Pollock, lb 10c

STRAWBERRIES
U. S. NO. 1
GRADE

POTATOES
APPLES
LARD
OLEO

TK.

NORTHERN
SPYS

SWIFTS
SILVER LEAF

25/
27/

LBS.
LBS.

At Our Meat Counters
HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

STEAKS
ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
Corned Beef

SIRLOIN, PORTERHOUSE
BOTTOM ROUND. CUBE

LB.

BONELESS UVE RIB
HEAVY STEER

LB.

BONELESS
HEAVY STEER

HEAVY STEER
BONELESS BRISKET
OR THICK RIB

LB.

GOOD QUALITY WESTERN

SIRLOIN STEAK
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
BONELESS
RUMP STEAK

25/

LB.

30/
35/

LB.
LB.

POT ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 27c CUBE STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib
CHUCK ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib18cSTEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib
BEEF LIVER, native.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib15cHAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib
Fore Quarter LAMB CHOPS ... Ib 19c LAMB PATTIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib
SHORT SHANK
LEAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS

FOWL
PORK ROAST

EACH

2'i TO 3 LB.

LB.

AVERAGE

™°os

low-cost transportation for the
past 38 years, we have devel
oped one of the country’s larg
est and most useful industrial

units. During a national emer
gency, we feel that these facili
ties should be devoted without
reserve to our country’s needs.
Toward that end we started

rolling months ago, with these
results:

Campbell Tomato Juice, 47 oz tin 20c
LaTouraine Coffee.......................... lb 25c

A Ford aircraft apprentice school
has been established, to train 2000
6students
at a time.

Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Bits ... 2 pkgs 25c
Cream Corn Starch............... 2 pkgs 15c

5

That is a report of progress
to date.
The experience and facilities

of this company can be used

to do much of the job which
America now needs to get done
in a hurry.

A $21,000,000 Ford airplane en
gine factory, started only 6 months
ago, is nearly completed. Production
will start with an initial order for
Our way of working, which
4,236 eighteen cylinder, air-cooled,
avoids all possible red tape, en
double-row. radial engines.

1

We are building a new $800,000
Ford magnesium alloy foundry,
one of the few in the country. It is
already producing lightweight air
plane engine castings.

ables us to get results and get
them fast. This benefits users

Army reconnaissance cars — mili
tary vehicles of an entirely new
type — are rolling off special Ford
assembly lines at the rate of more
than 600 a month. We have produced
Army staff cars and bomber service
trucks.

We are ready to make any
thing we know how to make,
to make it to the limit of our

2

3

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND. ME.
M-tf

37/

MALTEX CEREAL

Staley’s Cube Starch............. 2 pkgs 15c
Geisha Crabmeat.......................... tin 21c
N, B. C. Premium Crackers...........lb 15c

SPAM, Hormel product, 2 12-oz tins 49c
Soda Crackers....................... 2 lb box 14c
Baby Lunch Crackers .... 3 lb box 29c
Macaroni............................... 5 Ib box 27c
Milk Shake, ready mix ... 16 oz tin 18c
Monarch Pineapple Juice .. 47 oz tin 25c

of our products and workers

who produce them.

capacity if need be, to make it
as fast as we can go, and to start

Davis Baking Powder .... 12 oz tin 12c
Midco Ice Box Freeze..............3 tins 25c

Delsy Toilet Tissue.................. 3 rolls 25c
FLOUR, ™ ™
241/2 lb bag 69c

24*4 LB. BAG

21/

95c

STRAWBERRY MARMALADE
JAR, 1 CENT
.'With Pwrchas* of

C0RNK1X23q

2pkgs.
A DELKVOUS SPRING TREAT
LEMON LOAF

CAKE, 2 for
TRY OUR FAMOUS
SUPREME

DOUGHNUTS
NEW
GIANT
SIZE
DOZEN

Fresh Every Hour of the Day

GRAPEFRUIT
Nature’s Own Spring Tonic!
Buy It the Modern Way
FLORIDA BRAND

the next job whenever our

The government has given the
country asks us to. And to this
"go-ahead” and work is nowunder way for the fast construction end, we know we have the full
of an $11,000,000 Ford plant
confidence and loyal
to produce bomber airframe
support of the workmen
assemblies by mass produc
throughout our plants.
tion methods.

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

Burnett’s Vanilla................... 2 oz bot 25c

27c
17c
17c
23c

LB.

CUT FOR FRICASSEE.
BRAISING OR STEWING

Several months ago work was
started, on our own initiative, on
an entirely new 1500 horsepower air
plane engine especially designed for
mass production. This engine is now
in the test stage and plans are being
developed for producing it in large
quantities when and if needed.

GRAPEFRUIT

4

TOIIH
SOAP

BARS

IN THE NEW
LARGE 50 OZ.
TIN

25c

BRING YOUR FOOD STAMPS TO THE PERRY MARKETS
We welcome this opportunity to assist the farmers of our nation and to co-oper
ate with the government in its efforts to move surplus food products

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

PERRY'S

lt*« tBsttor

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

HIGH QUALITY—ASSURED FRESHNESS!

BORN

SPEAR HALL. FRIDAY NITE. 7.30

41 C

FOUR YEARS' WORK FOR NAUGHT

A REPORT

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE

PKGS 4 1 C

SUNNYFIILD

8 J®®

Main m.,

2 PKGS
6 BOXES
6 POLLS
3 PKGS

-

$9OO

SIZE............... W

manufacturers. Tt was felt that
surely Maine now would find some
use for this most durable natural
resource cf the State.
Again the Manufacturers sought
A Concise and Convincing Story Of
{aid frem Governor Barrows, Again
, they were referred to Washington.
The manufacturers went to Wash
How Granite Manufacturers Have
ington and laid tneir problem down
before the Maine Congressional delBeen Rehuffed
1 egation. Appointments with im, portant Federal officials were arlarged and everything possible was
Newtcn Center, Mass., March 23
subsistence wage cf the WPA would i done by the delegation to aid the
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
J manufacturers in securing work.
provide.
"Hew dull It Is to pause, to make an
Tlie Honorable Margaret Chase
The
manufacturers
felt
that
the
end.
To rust un burnished, not to shine In Depression was only a temporary Smith Congressman from the Disuse,”
crisis, and in spite of the fact that , tr.ct in Maine where most of the
Ulysses. Tennyson
Imagine an entire industry mo- they had no orders on their books, granite paving block operations are
11 cnless. Imagine scores cf plants, they continued to operate, until ; located, was chosen chairman of a
once bee-hives of industry, now si they had over two million paving ! special granite committee. Meet
ings were held at Washington witli
lently rusting away. Imagine build blocks on hand.
the
Bureau of Yards and Docks of
Then
they
were
forced
to
stop
ings, that cover hundreds of acres,
the
Navy, the Quartermaster Gen
j
for
two
reasons,
first
their
quarwhere no work is done. Imagine
Department of the Army, the
miles of idle industrial railroads i l ies were so full of blocks they had ■ eral's
Federal
Works Administration, tlie
;
no
room
to
make
any
more,
and
and deep water docks, where ocean
1
Works
Progress
Administration tlie
j
second,
they
had
exhausted
their
going barges used to load twice a
Civi
1
Aeronautics
Administration
lability
to
borrow
any
more
money,
Miss Violet. Hayes, head of the week, now just stations in the unless on definite orders.
and tlie Federal Roads Administra
Home Service Department of this watchmen's rounds. Imagine the
The manufacturers spent
After a conference, the Manufac tion.
area for the Central Maine Power trained mecnanics of an entire In- turers decided to appeal to Gover weeks cn the Washington "Merryj dustry without work at their trade.
Co.
and got nowhere.
Imagine this and you conjure up a nor Brann for assistance in getting Go-Round''
Tire
manufacturers
returned to
rid
of
the
enormous
stocks
on
hand,
The concluding session of the . true picture of the granite block
either to the State of Maine, or to Maine and developed a large, lower
Spring series of free schools of elec industry in Maine.
tric cookery conducted during
This industry began in Maine, the Federal Government, so they cost block which reduced the price
March at Temple hall by Miss Vio away back in 1849. when the first could start to produce again and of a granite surface 40%. They
let Hayes, will be held tonight at shipments of granite blocks were again furnish employment for their submitted samples of this block to
the WPA at Portland, and, later,
7.30.
made to New York city to pave workers.
The Governor found the State laid a sample section of this pave
Tlie public is warmly inyited to Broadway. Shipments have been
this school at the conclusion of made every year since that date. For could not help, so he called in the ment in Rockland. Encouraged by
which the grand prize for the series almost a hundred years, hundreds regional director of the WPA. An the favorable comments on this
an electric Mix Master, will be of thousands of dollars a year came inspection was made of the quarries pavement, the manufacturers again
given away. All tlie food cooked to the payrolls of Maine from this and the large stocks verified. Tlie sought work for their men, and
situation was referred to the WPA plants, and again, were brought up
during the evening will likewise be trade.
sharply.
given to those attending.
About four years ago. New York Administrator in Washington. Con
ferences
were
held,
attended
by
tlie
This time their rebuff came from
City began to feel the effects of the
the
Regional office of the WPA in
Manufacturers
and
the
officials
of
Somebody's elbow came too for great Depression. Tax collections tlie Maine State Highway Depart Boston. The regional engineer who
cibly in contact with one of the fell off and unemployment was gen ment, The Federal Road Adminis has charge of Maine wrote Wash
Stonington
Furniture Ornpuny's eral. New York like every other tration and the WPA Administra ington disapproving the use of
large display windows and the re city in the USA was forced to se tor for Maine, with no results.
granite on WPA work in Maine. He
cure Federal WPA aid. With this
sult was a smashed pane.
It
took
the
manufacturers
tlie
compared the manufacturers to
aid came Government control of
next
two
years
to
sell
these
surplus
owners
of gold mines, who wanted
the work. The Government had
A CC.C. broadcast will be given plenty of money for the purchase blocks in the New York market. the WPA to pave the airports with
Saturday niglit at 7 30 from station of labor but had little or no money During these two years only three gold so their high priced miners
WCSH by Dorothy Rase Baker, as to purchase materials.
of the quarries worked at all, and could have work and the manufac
sistant supervisor of C C.C. selec
All of the unemployed able to they operated only lor a few weeks. turers could make a fortune. No
During the entire Administration attempts to show that granite, while
tions. This broadcas.t is in connec work had to be given a chance on
of
Governor Barrows the manufac higher than asphalt in first cost,
tion with the April encollment
the Federal Projects. This meant
turers
tried to have tlie State of was the more economical surface
that enormous yardages of street
Maine
use some Maine granite over a number of years’ service were
Principal Hunt of Hebron Acad work had to be projected and since
emy announces that Paul Moran of New York city had to provide the blocks, but to no avail. They were listened to. If the asphalt lasted
Rockland is listed among the “B" materials New York was forced to told that the State could not afford five years he said they would be
students last week.
In order to select the cheapest, so that the to buy granite blocks even .hough satisfied. The emergency would be
obtain this rating the student money available would go all the 90% of the money paid for them over. All attempts to show that the
would be paid to the men who airports would continue in service
maintain 80 percent or better in all way round.
made them in Maine.
in peace time for many years were
subjects and 90 percent in deport
Although New York City engi
waved
aside.
Suddenly
the
picture
in
the
Unit

ment.
neers would have preferred to pave
Again
the manufacturers were
ed
States
changed.
We
began
to
with granite blocks the Relief
told
to
take
their troubles to Wash
prepare
for
Defense.
The
State
of
Clarenrt;
Everett
Harrington, Program forced them to use low
ington
and
they
did. In Washing
Maine
like
every
other
State
in
the
janitor for Senter Crane Company, cost, short-lived surfaces on WPA
fell from a step ladder at the store work. It followed that the demand Union began to mass its human and ton the manufacturers saw the act
Airport con ing head of the WPA. He explained
this morning fracturing his right for Maine granite blocks fell off natural resources.
struction
began
at
a
score
of loca that the high price of granite
leg below the knee. He was at and lack of orders threatened the
tended by Dr. F. F. Brown and was workers with involuntary idleness, tions. Shipbuilding plants were ex blocks, although it represented
being x-rayed at Knox Hospital cr dependence on the Maine WPA. panded and their production speed money paid entirely for labor, pre
when this paper went to press.
These quarry workers of Maine ed up to war tempo. Roads were vented the WPA from purchasing
are all skilled tradesmen. They being widened, bridges strengthened them, but, he recommended that
hated
to lay down tlie tools of their to military standards. Everywhere, the manufacturers co-operate with
More Talk of Tlie Town on Page 2
WPA, in quarry projects in
trade and go to work as common except at tlie granite plants, the the
Maine.
busy
soldiers
of
our
great
defense
The guest speaker at yester laborers on tlie roads. Many of production army swaimed and lab
In these projects the workers
day's meeting of the Lions Club them owned their own houses and ored. This situation cheered both would be paid by the WPA to quarry
was F. A. Winslow who repeated their families had grown used to the granite workmen and the
(Continued on Page Six)
with some variations the lecture a higher standard of living than the
which he presented before that
organization in the Fall of 1933
when he made his initial appear
ance as a speaker, entitled "Flirt
ing With Fame.” E. C. Moran, Jr.
spoke extemporaneously adding in
a most interesting manner to sev
eral cf the topics treated by the
preceding speaker. Other guests
were County Attorney Stuart C.
Burgess, Clarence F. Joy and Don
ald Poole of Vinalhaven. Robert
Allen and E. Stewart Orbeton were
named as members of the May en
tertainment committee, while John
Trott and Albert Elliot will serve
on the June committee. £

TMAL SOI............................
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard! Sprowl
and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear
were In Orono Wednesday attend
ing sessions of Farm and Home
Week at the University.
Miss Edna Young is hostess this
afternoon to the Baptist Ladies’
Circle. Mrs. Harold' Nutter will
entertain the Missionary Society
April 4 at the parsonage.
Dr George H. Coombs addressed
the Camden Lions’ Club Tuesday
night on “Nutrition”.
Mr. and Mrs. WiLmot .Dow and
son “Billy*” of Newcastle were din
ner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Gerry.
George Boggs who has been
spending several months in Bos
ton has returned home.
F. S. Bailey of Weld is visiting
his daughter. Mrs. Gladys Grant.
The annual business meeting and
luncheon of the Woman's Club
was held Tuesday at Stahl’s Tav
ern. The tables were attractively
decorated with Spring flowers. Offi
cers re-elected were: President.
Mrs. Nan Weston; vice president,
Mrs. Elsie Maruk; secretary, Mrs.
Frances Randolph; treasurer, Mrs.
Eva Sheaff.
An Executive Board meeting of
all Parent-Teacher Assn units in
this district will be held Saturday
at 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
diaries Stenger in Friendship. All
officers and. interested memtoers
are invited. Plans will be made
for the annual P.T.A. Convention
wiidch will be held, in Bath at a
later date.
Baptist worship Sunday will be
at 10 45 with sermon topic, “’Does
it pay to be Bright?’’. Sunday School

meets at noon; Young People at
6, with Miss Shirley Morse in
charge; evening service of wor
ship at 7; prayer service Wednes
day will be at 7 30 A Boys’ meet
ing wall be held Friday at 7.30 at
the vestry.
Fifty Lions and Legionnaires re
sponded to the invitation of Wal
do Theatre to attend Tuesday the
patriotic picture, ‘'Land of Liberty.”
The Federal Vocational Courses
are progressing successfully, with
practically the full quota enrolled.
Garage mechanics and wood work
ing are the subjects at present. It
ts expected that the demands of
industry -will provide employment
for all who satisfactorily complete
the course.

Elden Heyer
Elden Heyer, 58. who died Tues
day morning, was bom in this
town, son of Mr. and Mrs. El
bridge Heyer.

He is survived by three sisters,
Mrs. (.i Ty.ic Gross, Mrs. Laura
Weaver and Mrs. Dora Rector all
of Waldoboro.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 1.30 o’clock at Flan
ders funeral residence. Rev. Mr.
Ames of Union officiating. Inter
ment will be in the Sherman
cemetery.

WEST ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, 2d
(Toppie) spent the weekend at
Mirror Lake.
Ernest Albert, infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Tolman has re
turned to the home of his parents
after spending a few weeks with
his grandmother, Mrs. Alice Tol
man.
Mrs. Clark is at the home of her
son Percy Clark for a short time.
The Christian Endeavor met
with Miss Charlene Heald Sunday
evening with Gladys Parker as
leader. Rev. Mr. Overman gave a
short talk. Next Sunday mem
THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO
bers meet with Dorothy and Ar
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
lene Keller. Plans are being made
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$81,47964 for an Easter program toy the
Mortgage Loans,
12,93409 primary department of the churchBonds and Stocks (Book
Value),
24.089.30960 school.

Cash In Office and Rank,
Premium Balances,
Bill Receivable.
Interest and Rents,
All Other Assets,

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not Ad
mitted.

r Every-Other-Day '
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2 966.072 28
2,574.24897
56.19107 A large
80.71377
195,62492 barrels of

$30,056,574 34

sunflower will use two
water in growing to

maturity.

1,075.298 27

Admitted.
$28,981,276 07
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$2,335,541 20
Unearned Premiums,
10,512.905 49
All other Liabilities.
1.174.522 59
Contingency Reserve,
700.000 00
Cash Capital,
5 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 9.258.306 79

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$28,981,276 07
37-Th-43

$31,538,661 03
Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted. 241.413 38
$31,297 247
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
$3,373,336
Net Unpaid Losses.
8.779 062
Unearned Premiums.
•All other Liabilities,
9.167.710
3 000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 6.977,137

65
82
18
88
00
77

Unique feature of the minstrel
show “Cole Black and the Seven
Clinkers,” to be given Saturday
night at 7.30 at Glover Hall in War
ren, auspices of the Baptist Men's
Forum will be the first public in
troduction of the typical Maine
song “In the Land Where the Pine
Trees Grow,” or “They Call It Vacationland,” music and lyric by
John Chapman, night loom fixer in
the Georges River Mills.
Mr. Chapman, native of Massa
chusetts, but a resident of Maine
for 22 yeans has written a number
of songs and as tenor singer has
toured this country and Europe in
vaudeville and minstrel.
Mrs.
Chapman is a Maine woman, a na
tive of Sangerville. Mr. Chapman
studied first with his father, David
Chapman, well known in this coun
try as director. He also studied
at the Cury School of Instruction,
also with Davis and Spear, and in
Italy with Campana. His latest
compositions hits in the west, where
he lived for some years, are “Towns
end March Triumphant,” and “On
the Old Willamette Shore.”
The wish of Mr. Chapman is that
the Maine song to be sung in the
minstrel show by Chester Wyllie,
joined by the chorus, be adopted
by some Club or organization, the
proceeds to benefit charity. Writ
ten in four four time, the song has
an excellent swing, and may be
used as a ballad, or by quickening
the time, as a foxtrot.
The show is overflowing with
hilarity, zestful tunes, and songs
of the sunny South. Charles Wil
son is director. An all male cast,
containing many of the Town’s best
singers will be heard, and Selden
Robinson, who has not been fea
tured in a minstrel for some years
is to sing by request “Nobudy.”
Wilbur Connon, first assistant at
the High School will be the inter
locutor. End men will be Herbert
Kenniston, Chester Wyllie, Avard
Robinson.
Penny
Kenniston,
Charles Wilson. Roger Teague, Ed
ward Wilson and Selden Robinson.
The supporting cast will be: Fred
Kenniston. Sterling Stackhouse,
Michael Halligan, Herbert Simmons,
THE TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Hartford ,Conn.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$24.822.1(
Cash In Office and Bank. 1,380.56
Agents’ Balances.
2.061.91
Interest and Rents,
1375C
All other Assets.
4.6!

Gross Assets.

$28,406,446 83

Admitted.
$28,120.37
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,392,65
Unearned Premiums,
14.268,2t
♦All other Liabilities.
4.180.1C
Cash Capital.
2.000.0C
Surplus over all Liabilities, 6.279.320 09

ALENA I*. 9TAKRWTT
Correspondent
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Mrs. Ruth Perry was chairman
of the dinner committee Wednes
day at E. A. Starrett Auxiliary,
S.U.V.
Sally Norwood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. 'Ralph Norwood, is visit
ing her grandmother, Mrs. Albert
Grover in (Rockland.
Mrs. Niilo Hill, (Elizabeth Oxton) married recently was given s,
delightful surprise shower Friday
at the home of Mrs. Herbert Waite
and Mrs. Edwin Gammon, where
she received a set of dishes pre
sented by the group. Light re
freshments were served. Guests
were Mrs. Percy Kenniston, Mrs.
Arthur L. Perry, Mrs. Raymond
Borneman, Mrs. Charles Wilson,
Mrs. Leroy Norwood, Mrs. Lizzie
Young.. Miss Mary Trone. Mrs.
George Buck. Mrs. Isa Teague,
Mrs. Austin Gammon, Mrs. E. V.
Oxton and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
Miss Virginia Wyllie was week
end guest of Miss Priscilla Rob
inson in St. George.
Russell Smith has transferred
from the N.Y.A. residence Centre
in Dexter, to Providence, where he
is taking an apprenticeship at tlie
Franklin Foundery and Machine
Co.
Miss Ellen Daly, superintendent
of Knox Hospital, spoke to the
High School girls on nursing dur
ing activity period Friday, and at
the same time, John S. Tibbetts,
Educational Adviser of the Educa
tional Department of the Camden
Hills, C.C.C. camp, spoke to the
boys.
Much interest is being shown in
the week of cottage prayer meet
ings conducted at homes through
Clifton Meservey, Philip Simmons,
Donald Farris, Maurice Davis, John
Durell, Carl Perry, Paul Oxton and
Raymond Payson.
Accompanist
will be Mrs. Leroy Norwood, piano,
John Durrell, the banjo, and with
Avard Robinson playing the guitar.
There will be vocal solos, quartets
and chorus numbers. The proceeds
will benefit the Forum.
CITY OF NEW YORK
INSURANCE COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1940
Stocks and Bonds,
$4,967,314
Cash in Office and Bank,
554.814
Agents' Balances.
146.673
Interest and Rents.
21.474
All other Assets,
13.455

76
62
85
00
03

Gross Assets,
$5,703,732 26
Deduct Items not admitted,
68.674 72
Admitted.
$5,635,057
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$466,578
Unearned Premiums.
2.439.972
All other Liabilities,
80.000
Cash Capital.
1.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.148.507

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

r-

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$28,120,370 00
* Includes $2,935.732 12 Special Re
serve.
37-Th-43

ft ft ft ft

o»n

Total Liabilities and
$31,297,247 65
Surplus.
* Includes $7,206,509.62 Special Re
serve.
37-Th-43

Maine Song Will Make Its
Debut At Glover Hall—
Other Features

WARREN

to

NATIONAL-BEN FRANKLIN FIRE
INSURANCE CO.. OF PUTS., PA.
10 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$315,146 14
Mortgage Loans.
545.O02 18
Stocks and Bonds.
2.888,778 18
Cash In Office and Rank, 321,956 44
Agents' Ralances,
440.922 67
Bills Receivable.
19.750 86
Interest and Rents.
50.757 84
All other Assets.
7 '.06 26

THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
Hartford. Conn.
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1940
$26,637,576 25
Stocks and Bonds,
2.356.942 11
Cash In Office and Bank,
2.400.877 66
Agents' Balances.
99 037 92
Interest and Rents,
44.227 09
AU other Assets,

Warren Minstrels

54
00
00
00
00
54

J.

different sections of the town this
week by Rev. William Stackhouse
Services at the Congregational
Church Sunday will be: At 10.30.
“Assembling Ourselves Together,”
and at the vesper service at 4 o’clock
Stuart French, student at the Ban
gor Theological Seminary will be
the speaker. Church school will
meet at 930.
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Baptist Church will be "Abounding
Grace” at 10.30 and “The New Life”
at 7. Church school will meet at
12 and the BYPU at 6 p. m. Speaker
for the series of two weeks' evening
sermons for the Evangelistic Cam
paign. which will be begun March
31 will be the Rev. Perley Quiggs of
West Harpswell.
Twenty-five members of the Con
gregational Ladies Circle and other
women interested met Friday at the
chapel for a day's sewing for the
Red Cross under the direction of
Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. Fred Math
ews and Mrs. Alice Mathews.
Power machines used in the work
were loaned by Mrs. William Cun
ningham. Mrs. 'Leland Philbrook,
Mrs. Wilder Moore and Mrs. Willis
Vinal. Much was accomplished in
cluding 12 pairs of men’s outing pa
jamas, four dozen baby napkins and
16 baby blankets. What was not
finished the women took home to
complete. Many of the women are
knitting heavy sweaters. Other or
ganizations which have been active
in sewing for the Red Cross are
the High School Sewing Club and
the Congregational Pilgrim Club.
Mis. Sidney Vinal is visiting her
son and daughter-in-law, Dr. and
Mrs. Raymond Vinal in Arlington.

A mite box opening will be held
Monday at 7.30 at the Methodist
vestry.

During 1939. 486.936 persons in
14O.Q17 private automobiles visited
Yellowstone Park.
.ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY
DEPARTMENT
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$1,536,305 81
430.086 43
Mortgage Loans.

Bonds and Stocks (Book
Value).

26.991,536
2.076.634
Cash in Office and Bank,
1.301.925
Agents' Balances,
76.520
Bills Receivable,
193,365
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets:
Accident and Liability
9.622.322
Department,
674.700.653
Life Department,

21
69
17
62
96

V1NALHA1
ft ft ft ft
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Nazarene Church Notes

MONHEGAN

Miss Helen Sleeper and Mrs. Re
becca Thorndike arrived Tuesday
from Massachusetts, called by the
illness of Miss Sleeper’s father, W.
P. Sleeper.
Mrs. Estella Elwell has a nursing
position at the Home for Aged
Women in Rockland.
Miss Hazel Lane, director of re
ligious education, is in charge of
the worship program Sunday at 10
o’clock at the People’s Church, her
subject being “A Lesson of Faith,”
which is in preparation for the
coming Easter program. The at
tendance at Sunday School last
week was 54. The C.Y.A. was also
well attended, with Miss Geraldine
Jackson as leader conducting a
Bible Quiz.

r Evcry-Other-Day

UNION

The pastor’s sermon Sunday
morning was “Judas Iscariot, His
Relation to Jesus Christ.” At the
close of the Bible School study
period, there was a special song
“Better Than Gold.”
The pastor delivered an Evan
gelistic message in the evening on
the subject “Our Only Place of
Safety.”
Worship Sunday will be at 10
o’clock; Bible School, 11.15; N. Y.
P. S. 6; evening service at 7. Tlie
subject of the Bible School study
will be “Witnessing for Christ.” In
the N.YF.S. Service the Inter
mediate Girls will have part in
presenting the topic.
A public missionary meeting will
'be held tonight at 7.30 with this
program: Hymn “Dusky Hands,”
congregation; Scripture reading,
superintendent of Sunday School;
prayer. Rev. J. W. Aimes; W.F.M.S.
slogan, Mrs. J. C. Moody; “India's
Open Door,” summary of the year's
study, Mary Ware; “India s Plea,”
Evelyn Danforth; “Heathenism,”
Mrs. Ivah Cummings; •'Tiie Great
Call,'' Esther Wiley; solo, Helen
Cramer; “A Visitor goes to Naza
rene Campmeeting in India.” Myr
tle Hemenway; guitar and har
monica solo, Robert Cunningham;
“Surely God Will Bless Such As
These,” Mrs. William Palmer;
prayer, Dorothy Howard, special
song. Helen Cramer; “The Word
Mass., and her sisters, Mrs. Lewis of God,” Bertha Moodj-; hymn,
Burgess in North Weymouth. Mass., “We'll Work Till Jesus Comes,”
and Mrs. Minnie Marshall in Wol congregation.
laston, Mass.

SOUTH THOMASTON

I

52-
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We’re Ready in Every Department

COATS
We are now showing a very complete and

distinctive line of black and navy blue coats,
featuring the new and flattering dressmaker
effects. Casual coats, too, in soft mixtures and

pastel plaids.

SUITS
The suits are really delightful . . . navy blue

and black in both tailored and dressmaker mod
els .. . solid pastels and pastel plaids if you

prefer the casual sort of suit.

Come in early while the selection is complete

Vernon Burton, and Henry Stan
ley received their draft paper's
this week, Adir Mershfelder is now
awaiting word' as to what induc
tion camp he will have to report In Everybody’s Column
WANTED
to.
Mss Virginia Richardson re
MAN wanted lor Rawlelgh Route.
Permanent II you are a hustler For
turned to her work Saturday in LOST AND FOUND
particulars write Rawlelgh's, Dep\
Rockland after spending a week
MEC-162-103B, Albany, N Y. or see
H E BEAN. 57 Main St Rockland
with her mother Mrs. Everett Car
BOOK shaped locket lost, between Me.
37*lt
ter. Miss Richardson will take her High School and South Main St InFARM wanted with 75 or 100 acres
i itn'< "G O A’' Please return to COU
State examination’s for beauty RIER-GAZETTE
37*39 ! of field land to lease or with option
to buy
Write to LOREN BENNETT
work in April. She is now study
JR . South Hope
37*33
ing with Mr. Fletcher in Portland.
AN
experienced
waitress
wanted
nt
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw FOR SALE
once Apply at THE OPEN KITCHEN
Main St., Rockland
36*38
will spend the school vacation with
ENAMELED Glenwood Range for
EIGHT
or
10
tons
ol
good
hay
want
their daughter Mrs. Francis Rich sale, cost $139.50. sell for $25 cash. ed EDWARD LUDWIG. Hope. Tel
TEL 25.___________________________ 37* It Lincolnville 12-3.________________ 36*38
ardson in Rockland.
GIRL'S bicycle for sale, good con
SECOND hand house and ship car
Mrs.
Constance Given
and dition 283 LIMEROCK ST. City.
penter's tools wanted. Write J. S ”
___________________________________
36*38
r Courler-Oazctte______________ 36’ 38
daughter Constance are spending
Jersey cows for sale. RALPH
MOTHERS helper wanted In family
a vacation in Farmington, Mrs. C FRESH
PEARSE. Hope. Tel Lincolnville J of four. 291 LIMEROCK ST.. Cltv
Given has taught the school here 11-3.____________________
36-38 | __________________
36 38
90-ACRE farm for lale at Belfast,
since September.
WILL buy farm or small house, pregood 8-room house, never falling 1 fered furnished. Give price and de
Captains R. J. Chadwick and water at sink, good land for all crops, tails Write "HOME'' care Courier
lumber, trout brook, great cran Gazette_____ ___ ________________ 35*37
Manville Davis were in Port Clyde wood,
berry privilege flow any time, chance
FURNITURE wanted to upholstei.
for poultry
G L. SHERMAN, RFD
Sunday
th lobsters.
1. Lincolnville.
36-tf called for and delivered. T J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
38-tf
Keepe: _loyd Singer and fam
CONVERTIBLE
Plymouth
Coupe
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
ily are awaiting their transfer from (1932) for sale. Good condition good called
for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
tires. $80 cash
HJALMAR NISKALA.
Manana Fog Signal to The Cuck Star
34-tI
Rd,, Union.
36*38 ING. 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W
olds Light on Cape Newagen. Wes
STAR Kineo range and 1929 Chevro
let sedan lor sale Both in good shape,
ley Thompson of Matinicus Rock, both
cheap TEL 633-R
36*38 TO LET
will be assistant keeper with Mr.
FARM In Rockland for sale, one
Singer.
mile from business section
7-room
PARTLY furnished apartment to
house: barn; about 7 acres of good
Mrs. Pearl Davis has returned farm land; price $1460 Stock and let; also rooms. MARTHA BURKETT
farm in Warren. 1>2 story 8- 75 Broad St.______________________ 37-42
from several months in Portland 1i poultry
room house; large barn and stable; 96
THREE unfurnished rooms to let.
I acres of land, 30 acres In good tillage Call ALICE FULLER. 25 Linden S»
and has reopened the library.
and balance In wood and pasture; Tel 106-J.________________________ 37-tf
Maurice Davis who is new teach price $2400 Farm of 48 acres In St
ARE You The Woman We Need
George; high and dry: fine view of St,
ing Junior High in the Goihe.m 1 George
River: good chance for chick America's I-argest Furrier seeks an
Normal Training School, lias been ens and blueberries; easy terms can alert, capable woman to offer Its un
be arranged
F H WOOD % O. H. excelled fur storage facilities to the
elected to the Kappa Delta Phi of Tripp
If you
Engineering Co., Court House. women of this community
that school. He will return home Rockland._________________________ 36-38 have church, club or other affiliation
you will be assured uf a generous In
CHILD'S bicycle for sale Price $8. come for eight weeks
Saturday for a vacation of two
Write lmme
MISS
ALICE
FULLER
Gien
Cove
diately to I. J. FOX. 411 Washington
weeks.
35 37 St . Boston. Mass. % Mr. G BallUn
HOUSE un<9 furniture for sale at
Mr. Malland1 and friend of Hart
..
__________________ 37 it
once
FRED C. MALONEY. Rockville.
FIVE-room apartment to let with
ford. Conn., are at the Trailing Me
35*37 bath. Fine location; one car garage
Yew for a few days. Lewis Day
WE buy and sell second-hand fur and garden plot available. Call H S
made a trip to Pert Clyde Sunday niture of all kinds; before you make LEACH. Tel. 723-R________________ 36-tf
a deal, get our appraisal price, at
FIVE room apartment to ieL all
to bring them here.
Furniture Exchange, 235 Main St.. Tel. newly papered and painted 47 NORTH
25-tf MAIN ST . City.___________________3*1*38
The many friends of Mr. and 1350. Rockland
Hard wood per loot, fitted, $1.50;
Mrs. Barry Timson of Hyde Park, Sawed.
POUR unfurnished rooms to lc
$140; long, $1.30. M. B. 6r C. O. with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
Mass., extend regrets in the death PERRY. Tel. 487
26-tf 12 Knox St., TEL 156-W
31 tf
of their only child, aged nine
D. <fe H hard ooal, egg. stove, nut
FURNISHED
apartments
to
let
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St. 29-tf
months, Mr. Timson. has spent $8
per ton. del. Nut size New River soft
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
his Summers here since childhood not screened $9 ton del. M B & C. FLORA
COLLINS. Tel 579-W
26-tf
O PERRY, 519 Main St.. Tel 487 26-tf
He is the son of Mrs. Verona Tim
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
THIS Is to state that Harold Kaler
son who has operated thy Seine of Washington. Me , who was selling Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
stoves, furnaces and other tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
Loft Tea Shop* here for many Kalamazoo,
products In Knox County and adjacent M ARMA TA, The Men’s Shop, Main
26 tf
years.
territory Is not connected with us In <St Park Sts . Rockland
way.
Any authority he might
MF
Exercises at the close of school any
have had to sell our products 1« here bath in rear 73 Park St. Center store
for the Spring vacation were well by revoked. KALAMAZOO STOVE & In block. $6 week. V. F. STUDLBY
FURNACE CO.. Augusta. Me. Branch,
26 tf
attended. Home made candy was 304 Water St., W. H Owen, Branch 283 Main 8t.
FOUR-room
furnished,
heated
apt
36*38
on sale after the play and' singir.g Mgr.
to let, automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel. 318-W
by the school. Mrs. Irene Davis
played for the pupils and Mrs. Jay Eggs And Chicks
HEATED apartment to let, modern
Connaway for singing by the
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms
bath and kitchenette. Apply
group attending
WANT—Good results with poultry? at 130 Union St., or TEL 158 or 723-R
Get
Clements
‘
'Maine-Bred
”
Reds,
Capt. Leslie Davis was in Port
Rocks. Better quality at economical ____________________ ________________ 26 tf
Clyde Tuesday with a trip of lob prices due to our 4-Farms Co opera
TWO or 3 room furnished apt t
tion. Pullet chicks in all breeds. Write ULon Warren St. Inquire at 12 WAR
sters.
REN
or 11 JAMBS ST.
26-tf
for free catalogue now. CLEMENTS
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THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn.
THE 2ETNA CASUALTY
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
AND SURETY COMPANY
UNITED STATES BRANCH—GENERAL
49
Gross Assets.
$4,590,020 57
Real
Estate.
$51,971.
311
11
Hartford, Conn.
ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE AS61
Deduct Items not admitted. 221.350 03
Mortgage Loans,
95,726, 546 41
SURANCE CORPORATION. LIMITED
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
648.127.!280 17
Perth, Scotland
$2,096,951 66
Gross Assets,
$716,929,350 99
Admitted,
$4,368,670 54
Cash In Office and Bank. 37,535. 370 82 Real Estate,
1940
Loans.
ASSETS,
DBC.
31,
230.997 58 Deduct Items not Admitted 632.568 26
Secured Agents' Balances.
7. 115 56 Mortgage
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
Bonds and Stocks (Book
$984,218 27 Interest and Rents.
Real
Estate.
7.182,
811
77
Net Unpaid Losses.
$230,641 19 Mortgage Loans.
Value).
56.456.618 24
$716,246,782 73
77.500 00 Gross Assets—Casualty
Admitted Assets,
Unearned Premiums.
1.705.037 11 Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank
4.0S2.897 43
33.866 813 13
Department.
132.328.
132
68
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
All other Liabilities,
117.160 01 Cash In Office and Bank
Agents
’
balances.
8,346.423
10
4.301.928 82 All other Assets,
130,040. 797 32
$10,491,857 82
Net Unpaid Losses,
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00 Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable and
3.611.785 94
3,619,329 70
Burplus over all Liabilities, 1.315.S32 23 Interest and Rents.
suspense.
46.705 06 Unearned Premiums,
139.210 62
Gross Assets.
$1,102,919,365 84
Interest and Rents,
253.415 93 All other Liabilities:
Deduct
Items
not
admitted,
4.255.339
22
Accident
and
Liability
Total Liabilities and
All other Assets.
394.529 16
$42,981,456 73
Gross Assets.
2.468,897 76
Surplus.
Department.
$4,368,670 54 Deduct Items not admitted. 2.359.888 13
Admitted.
$1,098,664,026 62
6-59.485.375 97
8 E NORWOC D. Rockland
Gross Assets,
$71,888,538 16 Life Department.
LIABILITIES.
DEC
31.
1940
15.000.000 00
37-Th- 43
Deduct Items not Admitted. 888,958 78 Cash Capital.
$40,621,568 65
Admitted.
Surplus over all llabUl
Net Unpaid Losses.
$265,862 28
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
25.181.321
48
ties.
Unearned
Premiums,
5.468.957
09
70.999.579 38
Admitted Assets.
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO.
$12,406,558 00 Liabilities Casualty
Net Unpaid Losses.
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
New York. N. Y.
8.436.633 98
Total Liabilities and
Unearned Premiums.
Department.
80.908.223 39
$23,369,453 44
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
5.914.201 24 All other Liabilities,946.261,470
Surplus.
$716,246 782 73
All other Liabilities.
81 Net Unpaid Losses.
54
19.141.003
Unearned
Premiums.
37-Th-43
550.000 00 Cash Capital.
20.000.000 00
Real Estate.
$25,00000 Cash Capital.
83
All
other
Liabilities.
6.259.514
Mortgage Loans.
4,'j0000 Surplus over all LlablllSUrplus over all Liabilities, 45,759,513 05
3,000.000 00
Cash Capital,
13.314,175 43
Stocks and Bonds.
18.587,54964 ties.
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY
Surplus over all LlablllCash In Office, and Bank, 1.920.430 60
Total Liabilities and
INSURANCE COMPANY
57
19.229,607
ties.
Total Liabilities and
Agents' Ba’ances. Minus,
92,412 89
Surplus.
$1,098,664,026 62
10 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
$40,621,568 65
Interest and Rents,
51.06300 Surplus.
37-Th-43
Total Liabilities and
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1940
37 Th 43
All other Assets,
26,68462
$70,999,579 38 Real Estate,
Surplus,
$260,757 77
UNITED STATES FIRE
37-Th 43 Mortgage Loans,
2.959.728 20
Gross Assets.
$20,522,264 97
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY
INSURANCE CO.
Stocks
and
Bonds,
5.947.110
79
Ikxlurt Items not admitted. 1,044.584 17
INSURANCE COMPANY
New York. N. Y.
Cash in Office and Bank,
661.836 60
ACCIDENT AND CASUALTY
632
Beacon
Street,
Boston,
Mass.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1940
Agents' Balances,
1,561.813 91
Admitted,
$19,477,680 80
INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Bills Receivable.
43.449 57
of Winterthur, Switzerland
Real Estate.
$339,224 49
LIABILITIES, DEC 31, 1940
Interest and Rents.
54.992 58
1.133.473 79 Mortgage Loans.
221.865 59
and Bonds.
ASSETS. DEC. 31 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$978,854 00 Stocks
,
480.701
49
All
other
Assets,
41.155 63
Stocks
and
Bonds,
27.152,808
73
In Office and Bank
Unearned Premiums,
5.616.054 00 Cash
$4,089,614 38
6.602 25 Cash in Office and Bank, 6.606,563 39 Stocks and Bonds.
Interest
and
Rents,
All other Liabilities,
588.797 77
280 169 26
$11,530,845 05
Gross Assets.
37.271 16 Agents' Balances.
1.489.111 39 Cash In Office and Bank
Cash Capital,
4 000.000 00 All other Assets.
10.274, 58 Deduct Items not admitted, 446.545 18
Bills Receivable.
257.578 36 Agents' Balances.
66
27
430
Surplus over all Liabilities. 8 293,975 08
Interest
and
Rents,
$1,658,048 69 Interest and Rents.
59.177 52
Gross Assets.
606.891 83
$11,084,299 87
Admitted.
192.313 17 All other Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted, 48.324 04 AU other Assets.
Total Liabilities and
LIABILITIES,
DEC.
31.
1940
$5,014,380 71
Surplus.
$19,477,680 80
Gross Assets,
$1,609,724 65
Gross Assets.
$36,318,642 64
Admitted.
$4 291.463 54
37-Th-43
Deduct Items not admitted. 122.301 85 Net Unpaid Losses.
Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
1.295.419
15
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
Unearned Premiums,
3.549.011 65
$4 892.078 86 All other Liabilities.
681.365 00
$359,775 00
Admitted.
Net Unpaid Losses.
THE HOME ASSURANCE COMPANY
Admitted.
$35,023,223
49
Cash Capital.
1,000.000 00
317.376 63
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
Unearned Premiums.
New York. N. Y
LIABILITIES.
DEC.
31.
1940
$913,754 96 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.562.459 68
440 903 41
Net Unpaid Losses.
AU other Liabilities.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
1.032.267 02
100.000 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
$2,049,03700 Unearned Premiums,
Cash Capital.
446.056 88
Total Liabilities and
Mortgage Loans.
$396,827 50 Surplus over all Liabilities, 391.669 61 Unearned Premiums,
10.723.79829 All other Liabilities,
8.50.000 00
Surplus.
$11,084,299 87
Stocks and Bonds.
All other Liabilities.
680.89456 Cash Capital.
77.851.703 45
S. E NORWOOD, Rockland
Cash In Office and Bank 24.549 296 62
Total Liabilities and
l Capital.
2.000.00000 Surplus over all Liabilities, i.bso.ooo 00
37-Th-43
Agents' Balances,
$1,609,724 65 Surplus over all Liabilities. 19.569.493 64
10.475 806 53
Surplus.
37-Th-43
Bills Receivable.
7.694 57
Total Liabilities and
$4,892,078
86
Interest and Rents,
170.436 00
Surplus.
Total Liabilities and
FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY
37-Th- 43
All other Assets,
li.515.523 29
Surplus.
$35,023,223 49
OF NEWARK. N. J.
THE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY
37-Th-43
10 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Gross Assets.
$124,967,287 96
THE RELIANCE INSURANCE
OF NEW YORK
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Deduct Items not admitted, 1.240.372 13
COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
10 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Real
Estate.
$4,810,529 62
110 William St.. New York, N. Y.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1940
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1940
Mrs. Marion Brown and children
Mortgage Loans.
579.164 86
Admitted,
$123,726,915 83
ASSETS.
DBC
31,
1940
Mortgage
Loans.
Real
Estate,
$232,026
31
$996,693
34
Stocks and Bonds,
25,233.935 94 Havel Vpra and Velma also davLIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
56.261 43 Cash in Office and Bank, 1,428.067 09 j rtazel’ vera ana veima, also Ciay8.613.750 78 Real Estate,
Bonds.
$25,370 94 Mortgage Loans.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$8,192,729 00 StocksInand
3.565.511 14 Agents’ Balances,
1.866.755 01
Office and Bank
599.005 19 Mortgage Loans.
323.139 93 Stocks and Bonds.
Unearned Premiums.
55 020.615 00 Cash
1.518.594 04
325.368 33 Bills Receivable,
109.151 89
Balances.
15.319.700 66 Cash In Office and Bank,
TOWN OF OWLS HEAD
All other Liabilities,
3.199.192 20 Agents'
204,663 94 Interest and Rents,
49.485 45 Cash In Office and Bank, 4.956.642 86 Agents' Balances.
91.091 61
Bills Receivable.
Cash Capital.
15.000.000 00 Interest
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
94.738 39 Agents' Balances,
Interest
and
Rents.
8.643
85
592
936
82
and
Rente.
All
other
Assets.
970,066 01
Surplus over all Liabilities. 42.314.379 63 All other Assets,
31.465 11
609.530 36
The Assessors of the Town of Owls
189.918 70 AU other Assets,
Gross Assets.
$34,711,632 84 Head. Maine hereby give notice to all
Interest and Rents,
47.091 29
Total Liabilities and
$12,481,797 55
Gross Assets.
$4,423,940 11 Deduct Items not admitted. 180.729 32 persons liable to taxation In said Town,
Gross Assets,
126.461 60
Surplus.
$123,726,915 83 Deduct Items not admitted. 1.137.137 31
Deduct Items not admitted. 128.611 64
that they will be In session at Town
37-Th-43
Gross Assets.
$21958.391 99
Admitted.
$34,530,903 52 Hall In said Town, on the first day of
$11,344,660 24 Deduct Items not admitted. 3.276.527 21
Admlttcd.
$4,295,328
47
Admitted.
April, at 1.00 to 4 00 p. m. for the
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
$2,275,025 52 purpose of receiving lists of the polls
Net Unpaid Losses.
COMPANY OF AMERICA
Admitted.
$18,681,864
78
Net Unpaid Losses.
$118,442 CO Unearned Premiums.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$4,652,664 06
14.741.676 89 and estates In said town.
Newark, N. J.
All such persons are hereby notified
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
3.231.657 30
Unearned Premiums.
1.124.339 08 All other Liabilities.
Unearned Premiums,
863.223 82
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
157.539 04 Cash Capital.
932.981 67 Net Unpaid Losses.
All other Liabilities.
9.397.690 00 to make and bring to said Assessors
$1,588,130 00 All other Liabilities.
1.500.000 00
1.000.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities, 7.253.287 29 true and perfect lists of their polls
Real Estate.
$204 291.167 36 Cash Capital.
5.971,930 58 Cash Capital.
and all their estates, real and personal,
Mortgage Loans.
1,063.930.964 90 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.027.357 21
715.641 56 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1,895,333 35
not exempt from taxation, which they
Collateral Loans, (Policy
1.000.000 00
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Loans and Premium
Surplus.
$34,530,903 52 were possessed of, or which they held
Total Liabilities and
as guardian, executor, administrator,
$11,344.660 24
Surplus,
$4,295,323 47
Notes).
335.888 974 51
Surplus,
S. E NORWOOD. Rockland
KOCKana
Stocks and Bonds.
2.476.744.733 38 COVHRAJM. RARtaXv <K
Total Liabilities and
37-Th-43
37-Th-43 trustee or otherwise, on the first day
of April, 1941. and be prepared to make
37-Th-43
Cash in Office and Bank,
92.718.250 11
Surplus.
$18,681,864 78
oath to the truth of the same
Agents’ Balances.
458 39
37-Th-43
STANDARD EIRE INSURANCE
THE BALTIMORE AMERICAN
When estates of persons deceased
Interest and Rents,
48.513.114 65
COMPANY
MILL OWNERS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
have been divided during the past
All other Assets,
89.586.679 82
THE FRANKLIN FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF IOWA
New
York.
N.
Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
year, or have changed hands from any
Des Moines, Iowa
INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
cause, the executor, administrator or
Gross Assets.
$4,311,634,343 12
Bonds and Stocks (Book
Philadelphia,
Pa.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Deduct Items not admit
Value).
$5,400,501
73 Real Estate.
$122,14790 other persons Interested, are hereby
ASSETS.
DEC
31,
1940
ted.
47 .679 230 30 Real Estate,
Cash in Office and Bank, , 571.526 05 Mortgage Loans.
$675,311 71
67.50000 warned to give notice of such change,
427.51148 8tocks and Bonds.
Mortgage Loans.
56.400 00 Stocks and Bonds.
$19,156,841
44 Premium Balances,
5.130.32042 and In default of such notice will be
Admitted,
$4,263,955,112 82 Stocks and Bonds.
5.47027 Cash In Office and Bank.
1,647.183 85 Cash in Office and Bank, 1.185,306 08 Bills Receivable.
894.153 91 held under the law to pay the tax
389.207 54 Interest and Rents,
19.56220 Agents' Balances.
Cash in Office and Bank,
270.185 56 Agents' Balances,
347,15789 assessed although such estate has been
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Agents' Balances.
280.580 28 Interest and Rents.
52.49850 Interest and Rents.
70.063 00 All Other Assets.
24.93900 wholly distributed and paid over
Net Unpaid Losses.
$29,772,843 24 Interest
113.565 99
Rents.
38.278 06 AU other Assets,
All other Assets.
13.28760 Any person who neglects to comply
Unearned Premiums.
28.616.159 03 All otherand
Gross Assets.
$6,477,070 23
Assets,
24.033 94
with this notice will be doomed to a
All other Liabilities.
4.T24.047.727 00
Gross Assets.
$20,914 984 05 Deduct Items not Admitted. 313.078 39
Gross Assets.
$6,599,506 72 tax according to the laws of the State
•Cash Capital.
2.000.000 00
Gross
Assets.
$2,992,023
40
Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
148.103
45
Deduct Items not admitted. 285.963 61 and be barred of the right to make ap
Surplus over all Liabilities, 79.518.383 55 Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted.
$6,163,991 84
25.534 51
plication either to the Assessors or
Admitted.
$20,766,880 60
$6,313,523 11 County Commissioners for any abate
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
Total Liabilities and
Admitted.
$2,966,488
89
ment of his taxes, unless such person
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31, 1940
Surplus.
$4,263,955,112 82
Net Unpaid Losses.
$197,292 48
such list with his application and
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
* $1,970.762 00 par value or 98.54 per
2.424.902 96 Net Unpaid Losses.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1396,000 51 Unearned Premiums.
$378,347 00 offer
the Assessors that he was un
centum of capital stock of the Com Net Unpaid Losses.
$99,389 57 Unearned Premiums,
8.103.536 00 AU Other Liabilities.
137.572 24 Unearned Premiums,
2.087.418 00 satisfies
pany purchased pursuant to the pro Unearned Premiums, 1.867.140
210.000 00 Contingency Reserv e,
120 000 00 All other Liabilities,
30 All other Liabilities.
182.697 76 able to offer It at the time appointed.
visions of Chapter 99 of the Law’s of All other Liabilities.
EINO J. ANDERSON,
91.623 70 Cash Capital.
3.000.000 00 Cash Capital,
1.000.000 00 Cash Capital.
1.500.000 00
New Jersey for the year 1913. and Is Surplus over all Liabilities. 908.335 32 Surplus over all Liabilities. 8.057 364 09 Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.284.224 16 Surplus over all Liabilities, 2,165.060 35
J. DANA KNOWLTON.
now held by Vivian M Lewis and Ar
JOHN GARNETT,
thur J. Sinnott, trustees for the policy
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Assessors.
Total Liabilities and
holders of the Company.
Surplus,
$2,966,188
89
$20,766,880 60
$6,163,991 84
Date posted: March 25 1941.
$6,313,523 11
Surplus,
Surplus,
Surplus,
,37-Th-43
37-T11-43
37-Th-43
37-T&-43
37-TU-43
37-39

SOMERVILLE

All roads will lead to
Saturday night where
Vinalhaven Hi?,h Schix
jrnt a Minstrel Show, t
ticn of Principal TheofV
and assistant teacher,
Black. The entei talinn j
lollowed by dancing
Mrs. Irven Stone and
las of Noiitli Haven
g\ie>;ts of her slater, Nil
Gilchrist, the past w
Stone and son will go 1
Rockland, where Mr.
employ ment.
Union Church Circle *
supper in the vestry ton
Schools will close Ft
two weeks’ vacation.
Frederick Jones of li|
C S. Robeits of Rock
Monday.
Assessors of Taxes wi.
selectmen’s office April,
Mother and Daughte
Wednesday with Mi (
son
Mrs. Dorothy Cobb Bi
tertained the Kn t-Wii
night and served luncln :
Mrs. Mary Daniels o
guest of Mrs. Edith Vln
The Antique Club m
with Mrs. Josephine
and partook of lunchei
Donald Poole went \\ t
Portland f( r h; fin;.;
Mr. Poole was a guest <
ing teams, Monday nigl
restaurant at a farewell
leaving to enter selecth
The Lions Club will m

BROTHERS FARMS. Rt.
port, Me.

33. Winter-

MISCELLANEOUS
ton Reed and Carlton Evens were
NO. I have not gone out of business
visitors Sunday in Gardiner.
I have changed my location to 16
Miss Velma Brown is a surgical Otis 6t . with stock as usual Glad to
estimate costs for any wood
patient at Augusta General Hos give
building cr repair work
Tel 1017-L
HERBERT B BARTER
37*31
pital.
THIS
Is
notification
that
I
Waneta Gliddcn spent tlie week never contracted any bills In have
the
name of my husband and any obllgn
end at her home here.
tlons which I have assumed I ha'
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Turner of discharged personally and In mv own
name. PHYLLIS KENNEY. Rockland
Augusta were recent guests at Mr. ______________
36-38
and Mrs. George Branns.
POSTING Notice—This Is to notlf'
all persons that from this date on I
Charles Roes is ill.
will pay no bills, only those contracted
by myself.
EBEN KENNEY. March
Kendrick Light is in a Lewis 20.
1941
_________________ 35*37
ton hospital for treatment.
U. 8. Roofing and Painting Co'
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hilt and Rooms papered. $5 up. complete with
all material and labor. Celling whitened
family of Union were callers in $1.50 up. TEL 270-W.
28-tf
town Sunday.
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
Ross Hisler of Augusta spent
52 Province Street. Boston, Mass.
the weekend with his parents Mr.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
and Mrs. Frank Hisler.
Bonds. Amortized Value.
$162,009 62
37.809 59
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eaton, H. C. Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents' Balances.
660 29
Brown, Russell French and Robert Bills Receivable.
839 Sh
and Rents.
1,313 50
Peaslee were guests Sunday at A. Interest
All other Assets.
4.500 00
P. Eaton’s in Washington.
Gross Assets.
$207,132 60
Mrs. Leola Emery and son of Deduct
items not admitted.
5.416 85
Augusta and Miss Harriett Well
Admitted
itttcd
$201,715 75
man of Washington are spending
LIABILITIES,
AfflL
DBC 31. 1940
a few days with Mrs. Emery's Net Unpaid Losses.
$33,020 83
Unearned Premiums
•
10.667 30
daughters Mrs. Kendrick Light.
All other Liabilities.
10.050 33
Walter Glidden, Vaughn Peas Cash Capital.
100.000 00
lee and Ralph Dodge, have em Surplus over all Liabilities. 47.977 29
ployment with the Central Maine
*P»*«$MJabmtles and
Surplus,
$201 715 75
Power Co.
37 Th «

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS
BE DANGER
Of Tired Kidn*J
If barkarho and leg pains 1..
miserable, don't just con.plain 1
about them. Nature maybe wa
v ur kbit. ' - 1 • I '' ■ '
1 'be kj.lt.1

,

1 MM ui .'Ih Mid p<
blood. They help in -t people
pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubj
<1 n't w"rk u. II. p. 1 ...... u
in the Blood.Tb<
ii. iy

bai'kii.'lipa, rli. 1.11
1
I
j.pp mid cr. u’\ . 1
I
pufflneM under t he •
liras. Frequent or scanty p iinsuri

ing and btirniuReonictitiies di.i»,

thing wrong with your kidnrv
Don’t wail! Ask your dniem
rilb,used sin <1 . fill' .' 1 v '
years. They give happy |«Ul I
the 15 miles of kid
|
oua waste from the ul

New Vnder-4
Cream Deodi
safely

Stops Perspirl

2.

not irritate skin.

.1 |
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops per<J
for 1 to 3 days Rt mov
from perspiration.
4. Apure,white.grease I.
less vanishing cream
5. Artni lt.is Ik < 11 tuI
Approval Scalofthe Al
Institute of Iuiindei
Nowaitingtodr (

being harmless to la

25 MILLION jars ol
have been sold. Try a jai

ARRI
39<* a j.

At all atfirrA arllin^
(ala«> m 10/

26 tf

Drive a new Nash ju.J

minutes — and you,
telling stories like
K. B. K., tin Induinii sa/rs

“I could hardly believe
discovered the first 91H
$5.70 in my new Nash. 'I
aging almost 30 miles per
.1. .V., .Suit / litttii'" ,

I

men, this Nash is * I
|
mountain curves like ' ■
straight road. fNash has
springing on all four wht •
—25.6 a gallon: power
“Roomiest Car in Its

A . (»'. V., 11 nii’nt.

\ . 1 .. '•'!
Nash for more room and]

well as economy. Rides
any car 1 ever owned!’
>S\ 3f., yiinnfa/mlis, writes:
when we used the Convt
and averaged 26.4 miles i
Nash saved us $25."

T..ke a tip from 11n ’'
thousands who are C |
the new Nath
'■
thia wonderful new k,
before you decide!

^NA!
AND SAVE MONEY EVi

ery-Other-Day '

Ir

Evcry-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
« ft ft ft
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Correspondent

irtment

mplete and

blue coats,
Ircssmakcr

iturcs and

. navy blue
naker mod-

laids if you

is complete

^11 roads will lead to Town Hall
Saturday night where pupils of
Vinalhaven High School, will prelfnt a Minstrel Show, under direcjcn of Principal Theodore Nutting
assistant teacher, Miss Phyllis
g;ark The entertainment wi)l be
•allowed by dancing,
jjrs Irven Stone and son Dougof No:th Haven have been
gue>t' of her sister. Miss Beulah
Gilchrist, the past week.
Mrs.
gtone and son will go Saturday to
Rockland, where Mr. Stone has
employment.
Union Church Circle will serve a
•upper in the vestry tonight at 5.30.
Schools will close Friday for a
t»o weeks’ vacation.
Fcderick Jones of Belfast and
C S Roberts of Rockland came
Monday.
A e sers of Taxes will be at the
self men's office April, 1, 2 and 3
M. 'her and Daughter Club met
Wee1.1 (lay with Mrs. Ora Ingerson
M
Dorothy Cobb Bennett en
tertained the Knit-Wits Tuesday
night and served luncheon.
M: Mary Daniels of Boston is
gue-t (f Mis. Edith Vinal.
Ti f Antique Club met Monday
w.hi Mrs. Josephine MacDonald
ar. i partook of luncheon.
Donald Poole went Wednesday to
Portland fcr his final Army exams
Mr Pcole was a guest of the bowlins teams, Monday night at Kent's
restaurant at a farewell party before
For outstanding service to their be certain to find understanding
leaving to enter selective service.
communities
and to rural Maine, and help.
The Lions Club will meet tonight
“Your greatest interest has been
two farmers and two homemakers
your family, but you have found
were awarded certificates Tuesday time to be active in community af
night by the University of Maine. fairs. You have been a member of
Those honored were Mrs. Edith B. the Grange for 25 years and of the
Grace. Harrington; Paul R. Rus Farm Bureau for 20 years, and have
sell. Kennebunk; Frank W. Hussey, held many offices in both “
“You have also served cn the
Presque Isle; and Mrs. Bessie P.
Hardy. Hope. President Arthur A school board, on the town commit
Of Tired Kidneys
Hauck made the awards at the an- tee of your political party, and are
If 1 > karhe and leg pains are making you
unal meeting of the Maine Farm at present a member of the execu
i -rrsl'le, don't just complain and do nothing
tive committee of the Knox-Lincoln
Bureau
Federation.
nt them. Nature may tie warning you that
j nr kidneya need attention.
County Farm Bureau representing
Herbert
G
Sonthoff.
who
fled
I he kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
from Germany to escape the Hitler 4-H Clubs, and secretary of the
rtress acida and poisonous waste out of the
I oil. They help most people pass about 3
regime, was the principal speaker Maine State 4-H Club Leaders’ As
pints a day.
sociation.
of the evening.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
<1 in t tt i irk well, poisonous w aste matter stays
“You have been a leader or as
Mrs.
Grace,
the
mother
of
four,
in the I In a!.These poisons may start nagging
kaehes, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loan of
was for 11 years leader of the most sistant leader of a 4-H Club for
pep anil energy, getting up nights, swelling,
outstanding 4-H Club in Washing many years, and are at present
puffiness under the eves, headuehes and dizzi
leader cf two boys’ clubs with a
ness. 1 requent or scanty passages with smart
ton county.
ing and burning sometimes .shows there is some
total
membership cf 18. Through
Mrs.
Hardy
has
been
active
in
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
your club work you have been an
Ihin't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
community
affairs,
including
the
Tills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help Grange, school, 4-H Club, and Farm influence for good among the young
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison Bureau.
people of your town.’’
ous waste from the blood. Get Doans Pills.
Mr. Hussey, managing partner of
Charles E. Hussey and Sons, oper CRIEHAVEN
ates 999 acres of farmland in
New Under-arm.
H. J. McClure is able to be at his
Aroostook county. Primarily a seed store after ten weeks’ illness.
Cream Deodorant potato grower. Mr. Hussey has been Miss Aileen Wilson is home from
particularly active in developing Bar Harbcr High School fcr a
safely
better marketing facilities fcr week's vacation.
Stops Perspiration Aroostook growers
Mr ar.d Mrs. Guy S mpson re
Mr. Russell, a leader in his com cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Brad
munity. was taken into partnership ford Young on Matinicus.
by his father and is now a partner
Diana Anderson and Dor.ald
with his son. Guernsey cattle, Simpson entertained their friends
vegetable crops, and poultry are the on their fourth and third birthdays
enterprises around which his farm March 12 at the heme of Oram
Simpson. The children had a merry
business is built.
The citations read by President I time despite unfavorable weather.
Bert McClure, student at Coburn
Hauck in making the awards had
Classical
Institute, is passing a va
the following to say concerning
1. Does not rot dresses, does
cation
with
his parents.
Mrs. Hardy:
not irritate skin.
Roads are being repaired by the
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
“Your family.” says one who
right after shaving.
knows you well, “is an exceptionally I Wilson crew,
3. Instantly stops perspiration
harmonious group, and you have j Leslie Wilson is visiting his
for 1 to 3 days Removes odor
taught your children to be thought- .brother, l ec Wilson, who is irar.agfrom perspiration.
ful, capable, and self-reliant— ing Hillside Farm Norman Wilson
4. A pure, wliite.greaseless,stain
qualities which you yourself exem- accompanied him while on a weeks
less vanishing cream.
plify. You are a neighbor to whom receis from the Tilton School.
5. Arrul has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
• one may turn in joy or sorrow and
Roy Simp~.cn has launched his
Institute of Laundering fot
= ,boat and is engaged n lob-tering.
being harmless to fabrics.
at Union Church parlor for supper, i MK-es Norma Blcm and Barbara
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Dewey Brown left Wednesday tor B’.cin have returned to Leavitt In
have beensold. Try ajar today!
stitute after spending ten days with
Richford, Vt.
.
L. Carver Relief Corps will meet ,lheir l:aiCI t •
Housekeepers are: Cora
, Tuesday
Blanche Kittredge and .
of Swcden ate much lcss
aq.
At all atnrra arlling toilet goods
Bunker.
OV ajar
( .lao in 10/ and
jar*
last
yea
rthan
in 1929.
Abb e Hutchinson

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

tl for RawlelTh Route,
you are a hustler
Tor
rite
Rawlelgh s,
Dept.
Albnuv. N Y , or see
57 Main St Rockland.
______________________ 37*It
(d with 75 or 100 acres
to lease or with option
to LOREN BENNETT
bpe________ _ _________ 37*33
ice l waitress wanted at
at THE OPEN KITCHEN.
ikland __ __________ 3«*38
0 tons of good hav want
0 LUDWIG
Hope. Tel
_____________________33»38
hd house and ship carwanted. Write
J S "
izette_________________ 35'38
helper wanted In fanilly
LIMEROCK ST. City
___________________ 36 38
,'arin or small house, prei«'d
(live price and deHOME" care Courler_______________________ 35*37
E wanted to upholstei.
tl delivered
T J FLEMH 8t Tcl 212~w
38-M
wanted to upholster,
d delivered
T. J FLEMSt . Tel 212-W
34-tf

furnished apartment
to
MARTHA BURKETT
____________________ 37-42
lfiirnlshed rooms to let.
I PULLER, 25 Linden St
_________________ 37-tf
The Woman We Need?
largest Furrier seeks an
e woman to offer Its unstorage facilities to the
tin- community.
If you
club or other affiliations.
1
ired of a generous ln|ght weeks
Write imme
•I. FOX. 411 Washington
Mass.
Mr. O. BaJfffn
__________________37 It
apartment to let with
location, one car garage
plot available
Call H S
723-R
36-tf
apartment to let, all
ed and painted 47 NORTH
Cltv_____________________ 35*38
tils.

nfumlshed rooms
nrch and toilet
TEL 156-W

to lei
Inquire
31-tf

apartments
to
let.
K ill Pleasant St
29-tf
let at 15 Grove St. MRB
J.INS Tel 579-W,
26-tf
enement with"" bath to let
fated Opposite Maine CenRent reasonable Inquire
A. The Men’s Shop. Main
Rockland
26 tf
tore with three rooms and
r. 73 Park St Center store
(6 week V. F STUDLBY
»t
________________ 26 tf

ki

ARRID .

Notice—This I- to nottfv
that from this date on I
o bills, only those contracted
EBEN KENNEY. March
_________ ______________ 35*37
Roofing and Painting Co’
pered. |5 up. complete with
11 mid labor Celling whitened
I’EL 270-W
28-tf

( ASUAI.TY COMPANY
ince street. Boston, Mass.
3SETB. DEC 31, 1940
nortl/ed Value.
8162.008 62
>fflce and Bank,
37.809 58
alances,
660 29
livable,
839 60
nd Rents,
1.313 50
Assets.
4.500 00

8201.715
1LITIES. DEC 31. 1840
Id Losses.
833.020
Premiums.
10.667
Liabilities.
10.050
ltal.
100.000
ver all Liabilities
47.877

Astor McLain recently underwent
an append x eperation at the Dam
ariscotta Memorial Hospital.
Tilson Collamore has employ
ment in the shipyard at Boothbay.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Hiltcn and
family were callers in Rockland
! Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Sylvester’s and Mr. and Mrs. James
Emery’s.
The Ladies Aid will meet Wed
nesday afternoon at the heme of
Mrs. Ina Stahl.
Willis Hilton and grandson of
Medcmak were recent visitors in
Portland with Mr. Hilton's daugh
ter Mrs. Linwood Timiberlake.

LINCOLNVILLE
Youngtown Sewing Circle met re
cently with Mrs. Guy Young with
20 members present. Refreshments
were served.
Schools opened Monday for the
Spring term.
Mr. and Mrs Roger Crooker, and
Millard Crooker of Whitinsville,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Crooker and daughter Judy, were
visitors recently at the home of Mr.
and Mrs Richard Crooker.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harding
were in Lewiston last week
Ivan Young. Bradford Young and
Robert Robbins motored to Boston
last weekend where Mr. Young
bought a new truck.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Knott Rankin of
Rockland called Sunday on friends
in town.

NORTH HAVEN
The Ira Curtis home was badly
damaged by fire yesterday. It was
covered by insurance.
Mrs. Nellie York who has been
visiting her daughter Mrs. Parker
I,add in Rockland went to Vinal
haven for a few days' visit with
friends before returning to her
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson who
have been visiting the Boston and
New York flower shows are expect
ed home this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard and
children of Spruce Head are guests
of Mr and Mrs. P. L. Brown.
Charles Turner is visiting his sis
ter Mrs. W. L. Ames.

RADIOS

WASHING
MACHINES

VACUUM

SEWING

REFRIGERATORS

CLEANERS

FIND THEM

MACHINES

8201.715 75
•w Th . 4-1

School Notes

In the Grammar Room, the al!-A
students are: Sheldon Oar Ison, Al
ton Sprague; all A's but one,
Charles McsHenan, Richard Jellison,
Dorothy Johnson and David Turner. J
Spelling prizes went to: Sheldon
Carlson, Dorothy Johnson, Richard
Jellison and Alton Sprague.
Not absent during the term were:
David Turner, Charles McHenan
Dorothy Johnson, Sheldon Carlson
and Kenneth Turner
In the Primary Room rank of all
As was received by: June Sadler,
Juliette Bridges, Altha Orcutt, Ron
ald
Dunham. Beverley
Joyce,
FrankLn Johnson. Lester Kent; all
A's but one, Marion Turner.
Winners in the health contest
were: Marion Turner, Altha Orcutt,
Juliette Bridges; winners in spell
ing contest, Juliette Bridges, Ron
ald Dunham.
Lester Kent, Ronald Dunham and
Juliette Bridges were not absent
during the term.
|

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

CLASSIFIED PAGES

chance to Save
on Your Food Budqet /
r ft: \\ '

With all the extras to buy and pay for these days homemakers are more on
the alert than ever to save on family food budgets . . . Save the First
National way . . . You'll get satisfaction on every thing you buy here.

MARGARINE
1 LB.
PKGS

BUTTER

Mrs. Velma Teel, teacher of the
Island school, is spending a vaca
tion in Vinalhaven, visiting rela
tives.
|
Marian Young is in Rockland on
business, and will go to Braintree,
Mass., to visit her daughter, Julia.
Mrs. Oscar Ames has returned
from a visit with friends and rela
tives in Rockland.
Marie Ripley has been guest of
relatives in Rcckland, the past week.
Raymond Ames is passing his
Easter vacation with relatives and
friends in Vinalhaven.
Mr Neal has been engaged in ma
son work at the new home of Mr.
and Mrs. Dorian Ames, which they
recently bought.
Thomas Young has returned from
the mainland.
Mrs. Fied Fhilbrcok is visiting
her son and daughter-in-law in
Westbrook and her sisters, Mrs. E.
P Cocper and Mlrs. Bert Ripley in
Wollaston, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Orren Ames have
returned from Albion where they
spent several weeks visiting friends
and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook and
daughter Grace have returned from
a visit to the mainland.

K., an Indiana salesman, writes:
1 nuld hardly believe it when I
■: overed the first 918 miles cost
■ 70 in my new Nash. That’s aver. ng almost 30 miles per gallon!”
I' I. .S"., San Francisco, says: “Gentle" • i. this Nash is a honey-—takes the
r " intain curves like you were on
Might road. (Nash has special coil
" nging on all four wheels.) Mileage
- 25.6 a gallon; power—perfect!”
I

It.

\

Connie — write Io Mother about
Bill! Mother says Bill loved
variety in cakes and cookies, so
she suggests you use Rumford
Baking Powder, the kind that
makes it easy to try new reci
pes. You see, with Rumford
you can take any good recijie
and follow the directions with
out worrying about chang
ing the amount for a special
kind of baking powder. \\ ith
Rumford just use the amount
the directions call for and ex
pect perfect results every time.
FREE. Send for new booklet,
containing dozens of bright
ideas to improve your baking.
Address: Rumford Baking
Powder, Box J, Rumford,
Rhode Island.

YOUR VACATION

FANCY
PASTRY

24 'i LB
BAG

SWEETENED

30 OZ.

OK UNSWEETENED

TINS

TOWELS
CRABMEAT
SHOULDERS

ROLLS

HOI SEIIOLD

WHITE SPRAY

DEER ISLE
PACKED
IN MAINE

4 os.
TIN

SMOKED
4-8 LB. AVE.

LB.

f NOW fNR/CHED tV/TH EXTRA

CAKE
FLOUR

MARVO

VITAMINS AND MINERALS
"OLDE STYLE"

BREAD

NEW ENGLAND

Sava

First National Stores now brings you the much
talked about enriched bread that contains extra
vitamins, including vitamin BI, and minerals.
Its tender texture and pure white color reunchanged. More nutritious than ever.

rtiiii# i Several
Penniei

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

f
f

Package

AT NO
INCREASE
IN PRICE

29c

I LB TIN

BIG
I LB-4 oz
LOAVES

3 LB TIN

14«37«

TIMBERLAKE
Sweet Spicy

JAR

Delicious

9c

APRICOT

3,l’~s'29c

CAKE

FANCY QUALITY

5c

1 Prunes

1 PT

3

6 oz

>

TINS

STEAK

Molasses

.

SALMON

Fresh Baked

FINAST . Sente Clare
EXTRA LARGE

Welch's

TlOVTIalO
aiMsSm

FINAST
LIGHT

3 1 o PKG
“

ILB-IO01
TIN 11(

i,5‘

Grape Juice
COCKTAIL JUICE
MANHATTAN

Bpor<

Ammonia

25c

si!Sr

EACH

HC

2tc

Tasty
Cinnamon

O'PT 'Oo'OOr
HOTS

X

S Sunny Day Bleach

RICHMOND BRAND
I5'A OZ TIN

8 oi

■•*

FINAST • MAINE
B Corn GOLDEN
BAN1AM
|j Spinach
FINAST

Vegetable or Tomato

10‘A OI 7IN

1 lB
jar

2

eSk

9e

BUNS

25c

Fresh Baked

"YOR"
GARDEN

Make your
enjoyment
complete, stop
at El Comodoro
Centrally located in
Miami.
250 rooms
with combination tub
and shower bath Rates
from $2 50 single and
$4 00 double. Air-cool
ed coffee shop offers
excellent food at

23c

LB
|TINS

i

Old Dutch £££ 2 - 15c
AA
or SPAGHETTI
0 at
PKGS 19e
fYlaCarOnl white spray
Chili Sauce

12 oz BOT

FINAST

TUNA
FISH

I

| Tick Wax RUBLESS PINT TIN 25c
S WheatR°;ePuffs r es
ile

JuitLike Nome Preserved

118-14 OZ TIN

PKG

Light Meat
13 at TIN
if

25C

2t7,ns27«

17c

MBS

YOU'RE SURE of SATISFACTION
WHEN YOU BUY

Eveready

FRUIT
A Vaiiety of Delicious
Fruits Blended Together
to make this superb
Cocktail

MELLOW
FRESH"

FRUIT
SALAD

COFFEES

A POPULAR COFFEE AT A POPULAR PRICE

RICHMOND

5 Kindi Popular Fancy
Fruit* That Make You a
Delicious Salad in a Jiffy

2bagbs27c

USED BY THOUSANDS FOR O'VtR 35 YEARS

JOHN ALDEN

ILB- I4oz I
TIN

FINAST

2 ^33c
ILB- I4oz i
TIN

A LUXURY COFFEE AT A THRIFTY PRICE

KYBO

2 bag’s 37c
VACUUM PACKED LB TIN

2

23c

S. W. Fbet St

I LB
loz
TINS

at ted Awe.
Miami. Florida
OPEN

THE

YEAR

ROUND

L ALIFORN'IA—TABLE

LARGE SIZE

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

BUYS A BIG, BEAUTIFUL NASH
—with the treated seating width . . . the 'moothat ride <on I-r4eeLroll
sorinits) ... the razirirf steerim; ... the oni» welded unit bod.v-and-frame
in the lowest-priee field. Only car to offer Weather Eye Conditioned
Air ... Convertible Bed. Drive it today!
•Prices delivered here Include standard equipment federal tax Weather Kye.
Vonvertlbla.Bed, White Side Wall Tires. Bumper Ouarila. optional extras.

ARD SAVE MONEY EVERY MILE

FINAST
BREAD
24 V. LB
BAG

COPLEY

V., .1 rmnni, IV. ) ., says: “I chose
''ash for more room and luxury—as
w' ll as economy. Rides better than
any car I ever owned!”
V., Minneapolis, writes; “On one trm
*'.en we used the Convertible Bed,
i averaged 26.4 miles a gallon, our
Nash saved us $25.”

^NASH

ROLL

BELMONT

PEACHES

“Roomiest Car in Its Class’*

you decide!

BROOKSIDE CREAMERY

DRIP OR REGULAR GRIND

!• d.

'i'..ke a tip from the thousands on
thousands who are changing.to
tne new Nash each week. Drive
this wonderful new kind of car

PKGS |

V-8 Cocktail l?.' .7:2
19c
I Lobster
™ 25c

leeepb
H. Adame
Mgr.

’J99'

1 LB.

PERSONAL

Personal

writ

PURE

1 LB.

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

2

Direction

Z/ ~ stsaa

27clLARD

MATINICUS

COCKTAIL
Drive a new Nash just fifteen
minutes—and you, too, will be
telling stories like these!

Here is Your

9

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

75
83
30
33
00
29

Mrs. Margaret Thomas returned
Saturday to Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Harry Johnson is ill.
Fillmore Turner and Keith Joyce
are at Port Devens.
Mrs. Abby Stanley returned Sun
day from Sorrento.
Mrs. Harry Stockbridge passed
Monday in Rockland.
Ella Davis and family returned
Wednesday from Clark Island.

IN

owners.,.“25 to 30 miles on a gallon of gasoline”. ..“Most comfortable
car I ever drove”.. .“Biggest value offered in the lowest-price field”

sets.
8207,132 60
118 not admitted.
5.416 85

ted.

BROAD COVE

From coast to coast, this new kind of car is the talk of automobile

iNEOUS

_______________ 36*38

Miss Josie Sheppard and the
Hardie boys are spending the school
vacation on Bear Island.
The Robert Maguires and chil
dren were guests Sunday of the
Courtney Eatons.
Elmer Eaton is out again after
an attack of grippe.
Mrs. Nellie Eaton visited Friday
at the home cf friends in Bluehill.
Mrs. Harold E.ack was in Ban
ger Friday.
Shirley Eaton returned home
Sunday from Stonington.

TOTREMTAUCABOBINASH!

m furnished, heated apt.
omatle hot water. At 13
H M FROST. Tel. 3I8-W
____________ 26 tf
apartment to let, modern
s. hard wood floors. Three
and kitchenette.
Apply
n St , or TEL 156 or 723-R
26 tf
3 room furnished apt
en St
Inquire at 12 W?
JAMES ST
21

ip not gone out of business,
langed my location to 16
*th stock as usual
Glad to
late costs for any wood
repair work
Tel 1017-J,
B BARTER
________ 37*3~»
notification that I have
itracted any bills In the
ny husband and any obllga
!h I have assumed I have
personally slid in mv own
IYI.LIS KENNEY. Rockland

MINTURN

DEER ISLE

Honored by University of Maine

Page Five

’ __

C F. SMITH

TEL. CAMDEN 2320,
ROCKPORT, MAINE

GRAPEFR’T 4 for 17c ORANGES
FLORIDA—JUICY

doz 29c

NEW

ORANGES 2 doz 39c CABBAGE 2 lbs 15c
LARGE

Service t»:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle an Hant, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

ICEBERG

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

PEAS

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
e». M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 0.00
6J0 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9 JO Ar. Rockland,
Lv. I JO
119-tf

TOMATOES

LETTUCE 2 hds 17c CARROTS 3 bch 15c
FRESH GREEN

FANCY

2 lbs 23c

FRESH

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST, LARGE

LEMONS

CRISP

3 bchs 15c

lb 15c SPINACH

doz

3 lbs 23c

CELERY Ige bch 17c

WE REDEEM ORANGE AND BLUE STAMPS

Page
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Tel. 713

been spending the Winter with her
daughter Mrs. Lester Shfbles. has
ROCKPORT
gone to Orono for a visit with an
other daughter. Mrs. Carrie Clark.
Mrs. RL'hard Sims (Carolyn
UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Graffam)
has ruffl lentiy recov
Correspondent
ered
frem
a recent appendectomy
XV XV XV XV
as to be able to leave the hospital
Tel 2229
and. is new recuperating at ‘The
Breakers,” Palm Beach, where she
Mr. and' Mrs Edw. M Lewis have 1 and Ml'. Sims have been empeyed
returned to Augusta after a week during tire Winter.
end v'sit at tlie home of Mr. and j Miss Arlene Tominski is con
MS's. Herbert Merrill.
fined to her heme by illness.
Jacob Newbert Ls ill at his heme
on Beech street.
A single banyan tree, in the bo
Mr. and Mis. E. Maynard Gaftanical gardens cf Calcutta, India,
fam and sen Sandy, Mrs. Nellte
Ballard and Mrs. Lillian Perkins covers three acres of ground.
motored to Arlington, Mass.. Fri
day to spend the weekend witli !
Mr. a«d Mrs. Delmont Ballard and
son Robert. Mr. and Mrs. Grarfam and son visited Saturday at
the home of Mrs. Bertha Simmons
in P.ovrdence..
The Trytohelp Club met Mon
day night at the home oi Mrs.
Elizabeth* Lowell with Mrs. Alice
Marston as co-hostess. Following
the business session refreshments
were served. In place of the
meeting next Monday night the
TENDER, MEATY, LEAN
cl-d'o will serve the supper for
the Knox County Christian En
deavor Rally.
Mr and Mrs. Hirajn O. Greer
of Woodmont, Conn, ace guests at
BONELESS, TENDER
the home of Mr. and Mis. Her
bert Merrill.
Mrs. Mrldred Smith of Oak Tiee.
N. J. is visiting at tlie home of
LEAN BRISKET
her father Jaeob Newbert.
Miss Marion Weidman, Miss
Mattie Russell, Mrs. Stella S mon
ton. Mrs. Beatrice Richards, Mas.
TENDER SLICED
Olive Whittier, Rev. and Mrs. F.
Ernest Smith, Mrs. Annie Spear
and' Mrs. Louise Holbrook repre
sented the Methodist Women's So
ciety of Christian Service Tues
PURE PORK HOME MADE
day in Gardiner. At a group
SAUSAGE,
meeting the organization of the
Augusta District of, tlie Woman’s
Society of Christian Service was
SWIFT’S
formed.
PARD DOG FOOD
A free vaccination clinic will (x*
lield Monday at the High School
building. This will be open to per
sons of all ages, pre-school, school
and adult.
The Junior Ladies' Aid met
Wednesday nigfht at the home of
Miss Arlene Ingraham.
Mrs. C. H. Sperrin, who has

Prank A. Winslow of Rockland
Miss Pauline Bowden. R. N.
will be the speaker at the next daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Walter
meeting, Monday night, of Wey- Bowden, has returned from Johns
mouth Orange
His subject Is, Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, where
‘ Flirting With Fame” and an en- I she has been employed for the past
joyable evening is assured. Refresh- four montns in the Obstetrical De
ments will served after the pro- partment of the Woman's Clinic,
gram, the customary small fee being
Aminty Lodge F A M. will hold
charged.
'a special meeting Friday In observ- i
We-Two Clul’o observed “Guest ance cf Past Masters' Night. There j
Night” Monday with an enjoyable will be work in the Master Mason
party at the Federated vestry. The Degree. Preceding the meeting a
guests were Mr. ar.d Mrs. Almon turkey supper will be served by the
Cooper cf Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Eastern Star at 6 30 oclock. A MaDonal Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. isonic Assembly will be held tonight
Donald Chase and Mr. and Ms with this committee. Mr and Mrs.
Harold Ames, Mr and Mrs. Harold
Garnold Cole. Other couples in- j Nash,
Mr and Mrs. Fred Wither
vited were unable to attend. The spoon and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
evenings fun included a game. : True.
Rooms are being renovated in the i The Kr.cx Ccunty Christian En- : Schrag. pianist and vtbra-harpist;
greatly
enjoyed.
Refreshments Knox County Trust Co. building for rieavor Union will have as guest Betty Brinker, mezzo; Gertrude
were served, the committee being the Arey-Heal Pest, A L„ which at its Spring rally the Radio En- Jones, soprano; and Betty Morris,
Mrs. Philip R. Greenleaf, Mrs. will be occupied as headquarters.
serr.rile of the New England Fel- 1 contralto, under tihe personal diForrest Giafton and Mrs. Elmer
recti on cf J. Elw'in Wright, Presi
A public supper will be held at the lowshcp.
Ingalls. Dr. and Mi s. E. R. Moss, Megunticook Grange hall Monday
In 1940 the Ensemble was heard dent of the Fellowship.
and Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Laven between 5 and 7 o'clock. A social over many radio stations throughThe rally is to ibe held in the
der comprised the social commit evening and games have been i cut the no: theastem section of the Rockport Baptist Church Mon
tee and. other members present planned
United States and held nearly 300 day. Fellowship Hour is at 5. sup
were Mr. and' Mrs. Lawrence CarCommunity Hospital Club will be public services as well. As soon as per at 6. and evening service at
roll, Mr. and Mi’s. Forest Stone, entertained today at Green Gables it finishes its Winter and Spring 7.30.
Mr. and Ms. Warren Knights. Mr. by Mrs. Alton French.
services in New England, it is to
Tlie ensemble will have charge
and Mrs. Roland Ware, Lieut, and
John M.ller, a student at Tuft's make a transcontinental tour, in of both the 5 o'clock and 7 30 serv
Mrs. J. Edward Marks, Dr. Green Medical School Ls guest of his par cluding 29 States.
ices. The public is invited to the
leaf, Mr. Grafton and Mr. Ingalls. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden Mil
The group includes:
Verna evening service.
Mr. and Mis. Ingalls and1 Mr. and ler, for a week
Mrs. Clayton Staples will make
The rooms upstairs in the Burd
arrangements for the next meet Block are being remodelled into FOUR YEARS’ WORK FOR NAUGHT
two apartments.
ing.
"Oak Ledge” Cottage cn Dilling
(Continued from Page Three)
The manufacturers expect neither
Services at St. John's Church
ham
’
s
Point,
owned
by
Mrs.
W
H
and
produce
granite
products
in
the
,
charity
nor loyalty from the State
this week are: Friday at 8 30 a.
Stalker,
New
York
City
has
been
manufacturers
’
quarries
which
1°^
Maine,
but they are surprised
m. Holy Eucharist at 7.30 p. m.. rented to Miss Pauline Dillingham
,, . ,
, , ,,
, that someone in Maine does not
Way cf the Cross, sermon by Rev. of Houston, Texas. The Pillsbury would be leased by the WPA. Al- wake up
the ..horse.seI¥se.. of
W.lliiam T Bulkeley, rector of St. house on Sea street has been rented though the manuiacturers preferred keeping alive an industry which for
Matthews Church-, Hallowell. A to Raymond Drinkwater of Belfast. to run their own plants they agreed almost a century brought about a
scalloped liaddock shipper will be Both of these transactions went to co-operate, and were referred to million dollars in wages into Maine
served in the parish hall Friday, through
the Allen
Insurance the regional director in Boston to eveiy year to increase the spending
at 5.30
work out tlie details.
{capacity of Maine citizens.
Agency.
Tickets for Juniors are being
In Boston tlie manufacturers dis- ) Away back in 1784, Ben FrankJ. Hugh Montgomery is spending
covered that in order to have quarry nn writing to Benjamin Vaughn,
scld by the Baptist Junior Choir a few days in Boston.
Capt. and Mrs. William S. Stan projects they must find a sponsor said:
for the Rubinstein Club conceit in
Rockland Friday night. Mrs. Lu- ley of Wellesley, Mass., are in town who would assume 25 ri cf the cost j “j have land and raise com. With
of the project and who would ac- 'this, if I feed a family that does
c.lle Potter Lavin, coloratura so fcr a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker and cept and use the products of the nothing, my corn will be consumed,
prano, of Portland, will be soloist
and at the end of the year, I shall
at this concert which will be given Mrs. Charles W. Clifford of Goffs- project on Public Works.
town,
N.
H,
Mr
and
Mrs
William
Tiie
State
of
Maine
was
the
only
be
no richer than at the beginning,
in the Rockland Congregational j
Bugelhall and Miss Barbara Bugel- sponsor who could meet these re- , But if, while I feed them I employ
Church.
RehearsaLs have started for the hall of Pottsville, Pa. were in tow’ii quirements and so the manufactur- them, some In spinning, others in
minstrel show. “Lazy Moon Min to attend the funeral services for ers requested an appointment with hewing timbers and sawing boards.
Charles Clifford, held Wednesday Governor Sewall to request his as- ethers in making bricks, etc., for
strels.” which will be presented fiom the Gcod funeral home.
sistance in having tlie State spoil- building, the value of my corn will
by Weymouth Grange sometime in
The Mcihcdist Choir will meet sor these projects. It looked like a be arrested and remain with me
May.
_
Friday night at 7 30 with Mrs. Leon- S°°d business deal fcr the State. and at the end of the year, we may
Despite sto my jweather the sup- |ard Wilcox of Elm street for a re- because for 25'< of the cost they be all better clothed and better)
l«r held at the Federated' Church hearsal.
would
obtain blocks, curbing, lodged. And if. instead of employTuesday under the aurp ces of the
Barbara Dwinal will present April bcund-stones, culvert and bridge ing a man in making bricks, I emThe Fuller Wet Mop is
Federated Circle was well attend 4 the three-act drama, "Wuthering .-tone, rip-tap, etc., all of which the ploy him in fiddling for me, the
made of "highly absor
ed. The committee was Mrs. W. Heights” adapted from [he novel by State was currently purchasing.
corn he eats is gone and no part of
bent
cotton yarn. It takes
B. D. Gray, Mrs. Oscar H. Crie Emily Bronte. Miss Dwinal por
Tlie Governor has now referred his manufactur e remains to augment I
up water and dirt in
ar.d Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor and trays all seven characters. The the manufacturers to the Maine the wealth and convenience of the
stantly without streaking,
they were a&sisted by waitresses program is being presented under Defense Commission and an ap- family.”
the
auspices
of
Camden
High
pointment
w
th
rhat
Commission
I
There
has
been
plenty
of
money
and because of its design
Miss Sally Gray. Miss Marjorie
School
of
which
Miss
Dwinal
is
a
"ill
soon
be
sought.
,
spent
for
“
ridding"
in
Maine
and
is
easy to use and wring.”
Woodcock and Miss Ruth Miller.
She attended Suliins
Ine Manuiacturers are no long- all over the Nation and now when
This great mop takes the
Beta Alpha met at the Baptist graduate.
vestry Monday night for refugee College in Bristol. Va., where she er hepeful cf any results from their the State can obtain a dollar's worth
hard work out of floor
four-year effort to get the State
sewing. Mis. Grace Andrews. Mrs. majored in Dramatic Art. Tickets of Maine to use seme of her own of granite products for 25 cents it
washing.
wculd appear to be a good time for
Marie Singer and1 Mrs. Lottie are on sale by High School students
SPECIAL
and may be also obtained at the granite. The State of Maine has the thrifty citizens of Maine not
White were appointed a nominatVillage Shop and at Boynton-Mc- spent thousands of dollars to at- only to "augment their wealth" but
ing committee to report at the Kays. Ticket5 may bp exchange<1 Mari Industry to locate plants at the same time save an IndusMEW YEAR PRICE ,
next meeting in April. This meet- j for reserved seats at Opera House within it,; borders but an industry , try that has for years and years en1
ing will be preceded by supper and . box office beginning April 2. The tnat lias aided in the prosperity of ,rlched the State with money which
Mrs. Blanche Lermond was ap- - presentation
of
’’WuthUring the State lor about ICO years ls originated outside the State borpointed chairman. It was voted Heights” will be the culmination of abandoned to its fate.
[ ders.
James J. Tobin
to buy another ton of coal for ini- several months of intensive study
mediate use in the church. During {on the part of Miss Dwinal and is
a social hour refreshments were , ‘ter first major presentation here.
served by Mrs. Grace Andrews, although she has entertained sev
Mrs. Gladys Condon and Mrs. eral local groups in short programs.
Thomas MacDonald of Belfast
Marion Lester.
was
the guest speaker Tuesday at
W.C.TU. will meet tomorrow
the
Rotary
Club. His address cov
night at Mrs. Clara Sawyer's
ered the Fall of France which was
home.
Miss Lois ONeil celebrated her interesting and enlightening. Visit
15th birthday with a party Mon ing Rotarians were I. Lawton Bray,
Herbert C. Newbegin. Alan L. Bird
day night. A scavenger hunt pro and R L. Stratton, all of Rockland, j
Call or
vided a great deal of fun and
Dr. James G. Hutchins was in |
Phone today
prizes were won by Eleancr Nelson. charge of the speaker at tthe meet- i
Ruasell Kelley, Glen ce Carney ing of Lions Club, Tuesday night at
We go the whole way in giv
and Lawrence Chapman. Other Wadsworth Inn and succeeded in
ing aid to Spring Cleaners.
games helped to make an enjoyable ' persuading Dr. Coombs of WaldoBUY MOW AND SAVE!
ever.ing Refresliments we e served iboro. formerly connected with the
We have quality cleaning
HAtf GALLON
and included two attractively deco- State Health Commission to adneeds that will do any job and
dress
the
Club.
rated birthday cakes, or.e made
we have them in variety that
by MTs. No man Simmons and the
will suit every purpose. Come
—r^w$1.49 Half Gal.
other by the honor guest's mother, at a luncheon given by the com
Mrs. James ONeil. Lois also re pany for tlie occasion of his having
in today and let us help you
Rubiest Floor Polish.
ceived many lovely gifts. Tlie having been in their employ 25
Dries bright uurh lustrous
solve
your
cleaning
problems
hard surface. Use lor aH'
Sixty officials and mem
guests were Priscilla Hastings, years.
types of floors.
easily
and
inexpensively.
bers
attended
the
affair
and
Mr.
Audrey Simmons. Phylks Hall,
LAWSON G ALVANIZED
Jean Crie, Eleanor Gregory, Glen- Egerton received a handsome gift,
GARBAGE PAIL
ice Carney. Eleanor Nelson. Betty in observance of his record of serv
COLONIAL TYPE HOUSE
Fales, Lucille Treat, Dorothy ice.
This large
FULLER BRUSH
LETTER BOX
Johnson. Lillian ONe.l Laurence
sturdy can
The
first
portable
typewriter
in
Chapman Robert Ciatk, Walter
give lasting
This mail box har
Henry. Eugene Fales, Norman tne United States was patented by '
satisfactory serv
monizes with to
ice. Made from
Russell K< ley George George C. Blickenderfer in 1892. I
day’s door hard
heavy galvanized
AT A
ware. It is ample
Edward Lukemaix Edwin
corrugated
metal
in
size
for
large
en

BARCAIN PRICE
Payson George. James
with deep offset
velopes and is fin
Dana and Benjamin Smalley, Mrs.
bottom and wide
ished in a rustNorman Simmons assisted Mrs.
flanged cover.
resistant finish —
O’Neil.
made to last a life
The Food Sale planned by the
time.
GOOD
Epwcrth League to be held Satur
day at Donaldson's stcre has been
COCOA
USED CARS
postponed until April 5 due to the
DOOR MAT
fact that the Williams-Brazier Aux
EMPIRE HAND SAW
iliary is conducting a food sale there
Reg. $1.25 Value
tomorrow afternoon.
John Egerton of New York and

S’Pff/A/G
CLZA/tlXS

t

FULLUSTRE

BATHROOM SET

WE BUY AND SELL

Through 90 yean many woe mothers and
fathers have found Dr.True’s Elixir a valuable
ally when their children required a laxative.
This medicine aids in promoting bowel action.
Agreeable to take. For young and old. Use as
directed on the label.

15c

Mrs. Hervey C. Ai,
.urgical patient at
s much improved a,
eturn home tomorn

27c

Mr. and Mrs. Edui
ivho have been spend
er in St. Petersburg,
norrow on the home

21c-23c-25c

A party was held
it the home of Mr
nond Hoch to celeb
nniver.saries
of
Munro, Alvin Small
nd included a kite
ai^or cf Miss Sim!
belated Christma.1
i .- licd diversion 1: .
eatured three blrthu:
he centerpiece wa.
ake decorated with in
uid groom .made bi
jhapman.
Others
4r. and Mrs. Ralph
Uvin Small, Mr and
Cnight, tlie Misses
Jaricn Ginn, Eleano
(ones and Muriel
itnery, Sidney Harde
id Harden.

FRESH SHOULDERS

POT ROAST

CORNED BEEF

SLICED

you’ll need—then write us today.
Room 210, Kresge Bldg. 241 Water st
Tel. 1155, Au gusta. Me.

Small I.oan Statute
License No. 1.
Charges
3% on
unpaid monthly
balances up to S150; 2*7%
monthly on balances above.

TENDER

lb 21c

CUBE STEAK,

3 ens 25c

SALT FISH BITS, 2 lbs 25c

We Redeem Orange and Blue Food Stamps

PAINTS STOVE) • KITCHENWARE

441 KAIN ST.

Visit Lucien K Gr
econd floor, 16 Schoo
Allows Block, City, ft
?oats and Cloth Coats
inces.

Famous Fuller
Dental Plate
Brush

This business has

grown because aur
policy is to giue
the greatest ualue

far the lowest price

BABY'S

COLD

V. \ f

\

THI.

•

Approved
by
leading
Dentists.

PRESIDENT

Sales of The Fuller Brush Company for the year 1940

1939. And, as compared with the sales of 1933, the
increase is $13,050,000 — a consistent and substan

tial growth.
Straws show which way the wind blows and these

large sales increases indicate public approval of the

To All Y

The 1

».
.“■•Sc'
■ C-uJ/ji

, Tri-

ROCKLAND \2b°y

GT|

OF
Positively

Special

Complete fi

not even ne

Value
4Jb

Of this amazing

long established Fuller policy. That policy is to supply

Fuller Products of the highest quality at the lowest

HE

T

prices consistent with value and service.

Our nation-wide system of distribution through the
independent Fuller Dealer organization gives custom

ers prompt, intelligent service by home town men who

famous Fuller Dental Plate
Brush is shaped to reach into the

gr:?v.s and curves of the plote and

tpeth.

Made with stiff, long wearing

bristles. Exceptional value for short
time only.

head. Note the Special Fuller value described below.
WITH THIS FULIER BRISTLECOMB

We have some excellent money-making territories for

dealerships, obout which we will be glad to correspond
with men of good character and ability.

GET THIS

REGULAR

12oz. tnn OF FULIER
FURniTURE
with

POLISH

your purchast

FREE

of

a

The public is co
demonstration

1

The “Turban

AL’S

Used and
recommended
by hairdress
ing ax pert

Brings new life and beauty to the hoii
and daas not disturb tha wave.

Sold only by the Fuller Brush Dealer —
ask fcr a demonstration today.

FULLER DRY MOP

At the TOWE

EXPERT

NEW BEAUTY FOR YOUR HAIR

Take advantage of this money saving opportunity.

THURSD,

of comfort.

are in business for themselves with no expensive over

$14.90
IRONING

A Special Value. Finest Dry
Mop we ever made; chem
ically treated 4 strand cotton
yarns. Picks up all dust and

f ULLER*S

MEW
BRUSH
Sold Only by your Fuller

Brush Dealer. Phone or
.write address below.’

BOTH
Y NOW AND SAVE MONEY
bathroom cteanlinessl BOWL BRUSH
' ... for a clean, sanitary
toilet bowl. BATHROOM MOP. . . for
quick mopping about the floor. BATH
TUB BRUSH ... far easy cleoning after
baths and showers.

Rub
and b

A* j-’-v.Q

Scientifically
Designed

were $17,850,000 — an increase of $2,600,000 over

Easy
mlse
witliq

USED BY 3 OUT
OP S MOTHERS

RUG & FLOOR

MRIN ST HRRPUUHRES
" fOPMEPLY VltWi "

lb 25c

BONELESS

Closely and tightly woven, the
The Empire Hand Saw- is a
strong, tough, yet flexible fibres
straight-back
pattern. Hard
artuallv brush the dirt and
mud from vour shoes. American wood handle, weatherproof fin
ish; 3 rivets. Made in 26-Inch
made. Size 14 ”x24 ”.
length. 8 points to the inch.
Made by Disston.

■/

lb 17c

2 lb* 25c BACON,

bility Department of the Aetna In
surance Co. was recently honored

XX7ITH a fhucnal loan of
’ * $25 to $250 or more you’ll
have the cash to buy what you
want, where you want, and still
have the convenience of deferred
payments. Figure out how much

Miss Inez Bowley r
>ilgrini Fellowship ci
rational Church Sunt
nt a shower in hotioi
tiy Howard and Ernt
n no were pre.sented
:oin the group Gntm
,nd dessert was ger\
eSs. Present were ti
iinia Rackliff, Ante
gaum and Patricia li,
rln H Olds. Clinton i<
iinery. Jr.. Fred H
wards, Jr. and AH
Israel Snow, Jr ol
pending a week at
Mechanic street

Delivery Service

$1.00

Thomaston, manager cf the lia

jjr. and Mrs. Fred
TVlr.c. A- c* ’Ram'd'
gables. Fla Tueada
llCir home in this ci
^ell went to Washing i
Florida Monday, an
uinily on the retui n

Dr.True
’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE*!

Tel. 993

LONG WEARING
EASY WRINGING

flu-WITM

NEED YOUR CARE TO-DAY

GLENDENNING’S MKT.

PIG’S LIVER,

Evcry-Othcr-D

F. L CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
37

LOWEST IN
PRICE AGAINST
.ALLCOMPARISON

I

Evcry-Other-Day
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’y-Other-Day

Can Be Thirteen Only Once

OClETY.

J.
xir
VTIVE

yr and Mrs. Fred Trecarttn and
A C. Ram'dell left Coral
BjS;e Fla Tuesday enroute to
,?Pir home in this city. Mr. Rams. went to Washington. D. C. from
porlC;, Monday, and will join his
,'mi:v on the return trip.
Inez Bowley entertained the
, :;:i: Fellowship of the CongreChurch Sunday afternoon
, lower in honor of Miss Doro. n ward and Ernest Blacklnton.
'l0 were presented a flocr lamp
jin t ■»* group Games were played,
-rt was served by the hosPie. ent were the Misses Vir, R.n kliff, Anne Hill, Muriel
jj i. .nd Patricia Hall, Mrs. Cor(1r n Olds. Clinton Pickett, Joseph
Jr., Fred Harden, Edwin

lb 25c
25c

ips

is Fuller
Plate
sh

Gerald Beverage returned yester
day to New Haven, Conn., to resume
his studies at Yale University after
a week's vacation spent at his home
.in North Haven and this city.
I

Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. will
meet Friday night in Masonic
i Temple, and the 6 o’clock supper
will be in charge of Mrs. Benja. min Philforock and Mrs. Albert
' Havener.

Mrs. Walter Dodge is confined
to her Camden street home by ill
ISnow, Jr. of New York is ness.
. enci-i-^ a week at his home on
Mechanic street.
Miss Margaret Nutt went yes
terday to Washington, D. C., where
Mr. Hervey C. Allen, who is a she will be the guest of Mr. ar.d
patient at Knox Hospital, Mrs. Lawrence Barbour.
Miss
m ,i i improved and expects to Margaret Marriott will be at Miss
. :ne tomorrow.
Nutts shop during her absence.
Mr .md Mrs. Edwin L. Brown,
A surprise birthday party was
vt* been spending the Win- tendered Mrs. Albert Higgins Mon
: i. St Petersburg, Fla, leave to day night at her home. Old Coun
on tlie homeward journey. ty road. Ice cream and a decorat
rty was held Monday night ed birthday cake were served, and
furnished diversion. Present
ti :.otne of Mr. and Mrs. Ray- games
were Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Knght
Hcch to celebrate birthday
Aries
of
Mrs.
Letlia and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harvey of
Lincolnville, Mr and Mrs. Lucien
Alvin Small and Mr. Hoch,
Dean,
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Good
, a. tided a kitchen shower in
win,
Mr
Mrs Maurice Lord.
t
f Miss Shirley Stickney., Mrs. C H and
Olds and Mr. Higgins.
t b .aa d Christmas tree also lurlvei.-ion. Buffet luncheon
Mr. and Mrs Fred S. True have
i three birthday cakes, and j returned from a weekend visit in
r , nterpiece was a pyramid Brunswick.
ake decorated with miniature bride
:i,cm .made by Mrs. Edna
Supt. and Mrs. George J. Cum
aupaian. Others present were ming were honored last night at
L
: Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. a farewell party given by the
.mi Small, Mr and Mrs Wesley teachers and school boards of
tn. ai the Misses Erleen Cates,
Rockland and Rockport, in the
l.i.'.cn G.nn, Eleanor Look. Eva
High
School gym. which was at
on>
and Muriel Baum. Joseph
tractively
decorated for the oc
.•
Sidney Harden and Richcasion.
Guests
numbered 130, and
rd Harden.
cards and games were enjoyed, un
Visit Lucien K Green & Son’s der the direction of Edwin Ed
cond floor. 16 School street, Odd wards. Jr.. who also acted as
■Hows Block, City, for Furs, Fur master of ceremonies. Mr. and
Mrs. Cumming were presented
jats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
w.th an electric mixer frem the
Inces
9-tf Rockland teachers, and a sand
wich toaster and sum of money
Easy to relieve frem the Rockport teachers. Re
misery dlrectfreshments were served, with Mrs.
without “dosing”. ' Lendon C. Jackson. Jr. and Miss
Jr. and Alton Perrv.

*

lb 17c

Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Mitchell j
announce the engagement of their
daughter Marion Conarv to Curtis
E Morton of Belfast. The wedding
will take place in the Church of
God in Belfast May 11

Rub throat, chest,
and back with . . .

mid era our
Of J mothers

VICKS
W VapoRub

i Esther French in charge. Mr. and1
' Mrs. Cumming each expressed ap
preciation in brief farewell liemarks.

THIS IS THE ANSWER
To All Women's Prayers and Dreams
The Startlingly Convenient New

OF PERMANENT WAVING
<

Positively No Heat, Electrical or Chemical

<

Complete freedom of action during the process;
not even necessary to remain at the beauty shop

A WARM PUBLIC INVITATION

puller Denial Plat*
Iped Io reach into the

rvet of the plate and
p Jtiff, long wearing
local value for short

FREE DEMONSTRATION
01 this amazing new “Turban Method’’ of permanent
waving will be made

THURSDAY, APRIL 3—7.30 P. M.
At the TOWER ROOM, COMMUNITY BUILDING

Donald Fullers, Home
From Florida, Now
Skeptical About “Fine
Winter” Reports

Local Theatres Receiving
Contributions—Part Of
Nation-Wide Effort

This city, like practically every
On the w.ng-' of Tuesday night's other community in this country, is
storm came Mr and Mrs. Don warmly enthusiastic in the cause
ald H Fuller, who had been spend of the embattled Greece which Is
ing the past three months in Mi making such a magnificent fight
ami. Fla., and who timed their for its independence in the face of
arrival a bit early to see if there ' overwhelming odds All over the
was ary truth in the i sport that country this week is being cele
About 16.000.000 tons cf ice are Maine was having some fine W li brated as an observance of Greek
used annually by American railway ter weat.ier. After spending that independence, gained in 1829, and
cars.
delight'ui Spring Sunday In Bos to that end gifts aqd generous do
• • • •
ton. they found the Rockland nations are being made to the cause
The District of Columbia was i brand Tuesday night a decided of tlie courageous country. Rock
■
originally a favorite fishing and t anti-climax, and the white sr.cw- land's effort will center at the
camping ground of Indians. They ■ d.i'fts in decided contrast to the Strand and Park Theatres, co-op
erating with a widespread drive on
called the Potcmac the “River of tropical tan which our travelers the part of thousands of theatres.
had been acquiring below Mason
Swans."
In the lobbies of both theatres girls
&
T xen’s line.
• • • •
will be stationed at tables to re
The women of the Passamaquoddy j The hemeward trek in Mr. Full ceive contributions in cash and
Tribe greatly resent the new law er's car was made in exactly cne checks to the great American ef
with restrictions as to their mar week, via tlie Natural Bridge and fort to help Greece, help her now.
riage with white men. No restric the Skyline D ive. They saw the and maintain the fine spirit, cul
tions for Indian men's marriage night illumination of the Bridge, ture and civilization that Is "the
/
into white families. This new law and saw there their frist snow Glory that is Greece "
would also apply to Penobscot Tribe. since leaving heme. The Skyline
All citizens of Rockland and
The bill seems rather a mess in its Diive took them across 1C5 miles Knox County are urged to take the
/
lack of co-ordination for what was cf Virginian arete, affording seme j opportunity offered the remainder
intended to keep Indian blood pure. scenery wh ch Mm. Fuller will of this week to help embattled
Miss June Ames, aged 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cheever Arres of Orange street, entertained friends in
• * • *
doubtless describe in her telling of Greece directly and immediately by
honor of her birthday Tuesday afternoon. Seated, left to right at the table are: Evelyn Sweeney, Joan Hunt,
How little one knows even now the homeward journey.
contributing at the theatres. These
June Ames the hostess, Beverly Cogan, Virginia Mills, Elaine Aehorn Lois Tracy. Standing: Barbara Saunders,
There was another pleasant epi gifts will swiftly be transmitted
of all the benefits that man might
Barbara Koster.
—Photo by Cullen.
get from what was known in olden sode in crossing tlie Vi ginia ter into field kitchens and other direct
times as simples. There may be a rain ar.d that was the Fullers call aid to tlie Greeks. Never was a
William Bicknell of Hebron MRS. MARY S. BEVERAGE
cure in every flower or leal for | upon the McNamaras—James, An cause more just or the necessity
Academy arrives today to spend the
Mrs. Mary S Beverage died March
some ailment. Mythology says that thony and Helen -in Eagle Rock more urgent. Qive at Strand or
Spring vacation with his parents. 20 in Bangor after a brief illness.
Chiron the Centaur, was cured of Of course there were mutual in Park Theatre lobbies this week
Mr. and Mrs. P P. Bicknell. Hus She was bo n July 5, 1877 in VinalFriday
Night
’
s
Program
This effort ties in directly with
a
wound in his foot by applying a quiries as to h 'W the two families
vacation begins a day early, due to haven, and had been a member *of
work
of the Greek War Relief Ass n
Will
Be
Featured
By
batchelor's
button
flower.
had
spent
the
Winter
in
the
wide

his being on the floor that the Latter Day Saints Church 2f<
• • • •
j
Inc
.
lieaded
bv PreHdMt K. C. M.
ly
.
Pattered
States,
but
mainly
the
won the annual sculptor prize. Paul years, ant! was alw’ays a staunch
Lucille Potters Lavin,
I
!
I Smallpox in the United States i talk centered upon tiie good eld Sills ol Bowdoin College as honor
Moran, also a student at the Acad worker in hei laith. A devoted wife
Soloist
ary chairman. Guy P Gannett is
fell from 10C 000 cases between 1900 home city cf Rockland.
emy, will arrive tomorrow
and mother, her Erst thought was
T.ie Fullers heard vaiying re general chairman and the State
The po. .;eesor cf a rare colortura and 1920 to 5300 in the 20 years be
------,
always lor ethers, who needed her
wide.
Robert Rogers returned to tiie spiritual and physical aid.
voice, she has won pland’its na- tween 1920 and 1940 That is some ports us to the success of the
The Glory tliat is Greece lives—
comfort
but
that
dreadful
germ
Floridian
season
as
Miami
si/w
it.
Bridgton C.C.C. Camp after spendShe is survived bv two daughters, t cnally and with the country's
it
is not dead.
must
be
watched
now
that
there
are
.
Tlie
weather
was
“
cooL.Ji.
"
but
.t
ing tiie weekend at his home. En- Mrs. Ernest F. Witty el this city
camps in tlie South for so large a was 38 above on tlie coldest day
route he visited his grandmother, and Mrs. Kendall Underwood cf
SPRING SONG
number of soldiers.
. .. .
—and there was no cpp.oath to
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray at. the Maine Camden; and four sons. Kenneth
[For The Courier Gazette J
•
•
•
•
tlie extreme cold of last Winter
General Hospital, where he was her Beverage of Reading, Mass, Fred
At the edge of a wood
In Florida they have a town by the Plenty of cloudu. Lot net much
A b rd of red breast
guest Mrs. Murray returned to her Beverage of Owls Head, Ralph Bev
A robin returned
name of Rattlesnake, and in thi.-> pre.-iprtatrcn
home cn Pleasant street Monday erage of Camden and Arthur Bev
To tllid him a nest
village they get the greater part of
from the hospital, where she under erage of Brookline Mass.
Ey way of variety uiie Fullers
Away In the .meadow
Services were conducted at the
their income from the meat cf this made twj tripr to Key West. They
went a major operation six weeks
Is heurd a sweet note.
Cock robin listens
Burpee parlors by Eider George E.
ago.
snake for which the town is named. frequently me: an old friend in
With heart afloat.
Woodward ol Glen Cove. Her two
They also sell parts lor medical the person cf Vic Whcttier. the
Quick to the wooing
purpose and the skins for leather former Warren boy, who was one
Cheery the lay
E.F A. Club was entertained yes favorite hymns, “Abide With Me"
Two little robins
and
"Nearer
My
God
to
Thee"
were
work. That shows there is some time proprietor of tlie W ndsor
terday at tne heme of Mrs. Fred sung by Elder James Clark, Hazel
A home in a day
good
out
of
the
bad.
K S F
Collamore, for cards and refresh
Hotel
in
Belfast
but
who
new
has
Rockland
ments. Prize awards went to Mrs. Woodward and Edna Heath. Bear
mostly a twe-t ack mir.d—Gay's
“Jim, what is a debtor?"
Retta Cole, Mrs. Millie Thomas and ers were James Clark. Ernest Witty,
Island in Eumtner and Miami in
Charles T. Smalley, who has been
Ernest Heath and Francis Small. I
“A man who ewes money," said Winter.
Mrs. Hattie Davies.
in Flor da on his annual sojourn
Jim.
Ms. Fuller’s father, Alvin C. leaves for home next Sunday. Mrs.
Mrs. David McCarty entertained
"And what is a creditor?"
Attend ng the Farm and Home
Ramsdell,
has added to his realty Smalley accompanies him.
meeting” Tuesday 7t "un]™rSi?y" of Wednesday Night Club this week,
“A man who thinks he's going to holdings at C ral Gables and
Maine were Miss Charlotte Buffum.
^ay Fo e? . and Mrs- John
get that money back "
his nerthe n friends are haunt
• • • •
Mrs. Eugene O'Neil, Mrs Walter C. 5?hlsllOim receiving awards in
Prof. Pitirum A. Sorekin of Harv ed by tlie fear that lie may
Ladd, Mrs Alan L. Bird. Mrs. Put\nd ^rS' Lou;s Cooy receivnam P Bicknell. Mrs, Glen Law-|ing Jhe travel priz,e. Late r*frcshard says the student.-, there eat and become a permanent resident
Women who suffer pain of Irregular
' drink too much, which makes them there. He attended a m^et rg in
rcncc. Mrs. Knott C Rankin. Mrs. ments were sened by the hostess.
periods with cranky nervousness
Wa
'lington,
D
C.
yesterday
and
j fat and lazy. Well, well, well!
Arthur Lamb, Mrs. Ardrey Orff.
due to monthly functional disturb
* • * •
will then hit the Northward trail
ances should tind LydlaE.Pinkliam's
Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs. E
Mrs. Earle Gowell entertained
Vegetable Compound simply rnarLucille Petters Lavin
Historians believe the earliest to get Yiis feet well placed long
Stewart Oibeton and Mrs Kennedy the Dessert-Bridge Club yesterday,
i eluus to relieve such distress. Pinkhum's Compound Is made especially
befc-e
the
herring
schools
open
Vedic hymns in Sanskrit were sung
Crane. They visited the fine rug for contract and refreshments,
/ur women to relieve such distress
ing feelings and thus help them go
exhibit held in North Stevens Hall, Awards went to Mrs. Thc-mas C. fittest conductors cn concert, stage, j or repeated 1000 years before they their Summer.' sessions. Mrs. Rams
smiling
thru such “difficult days.”
dell and Mr. and Mis. Fred Treand attended a tea at the home of Stone and Mrs. W. Seymour Cary- radio, having appeared with Se- were put in writing.
Over 1,000.000 women have reported
cartin left Coral Gables for heme
remarkable benefits. Try ltl
vit-ky, Sigmund Romberg. Dr.
Mrs. Arthur Hauck. Mrs. Sumner eron
Noah Webster, who compiled cne yesterday.
Frank Black, the late Mr. Chap
Sewall being a special guest. The
return trip was made rather un
The Junior Y. P C. U. held its man, at whose New Ycrk Ruben of the most complete dictionaries of
pleasant due to the bad storm.
weekly meeting in the Universalist stein Club she made several ap English language, abo wrote many
Church Vestry Sunday at 5.30. pearances. Mrs. Lavin studied at bocks and among them a popular
Miss Maerice Blackington was Plans were discussed concerning the the New England Conservatory 1 History of the United S.ates that
hostess Tuesday night to the Tues trip to Pltsfield which will be in and coached with E-telle Lelbling I was used in schools fci come years.
day Night Club fcr supper and May. An attendance contest is in cf New Yo k. among whose many
Sirloin steak is so called because
cards. High score went to Mrs Ly- progress and will last until June 30 pdpila war-. Galli Curci, who has
ferd Amts, Mrs. Raymond Cross At the end a picnic will take place been pra sed by may critics as King Janies II enjoyed tire loin cf J
and M-s. Ardrey Orff.
The meeting was closed with tiie one of tlie clearest eolertura voices beef so much he decid 'd to dub it i
Sir Loin.
Friendship circle.
among ycunger singers in the
• • • *
Tlie American Legion Auxiliary
country. The winner of Tlie Fed
Only recently has it b°en proved
will sponsor a cooked food sale Sat
“Tlie Practical Observance of erated contest in the East. Mrs.
that
healthy blood can be stored in
urday at 2 o'clck in Burpees fur Lent" will be the subject of Dr Lavin was cne of the finalists at
niture store.
Raborn Zerby's lecture Wednesday San Francisco and there received hospitals for use when needed. It
- night at 8 o'clock, in the Congre- acclaim and glory. Besides the is typed. Much blood has been'
freely given for this great cau>e by
gational Church, sponsored by Pil
beauty
of
her voice she is gifted the healthy young.
grim Homemakers.
Friday and Saturday
• • • *
with charm and a fine stage
Sometimes now frost is kept from
p esence.
The annual Spring concert of peach orchard, by use of airplanes.
DYNAMIC DRAMA
the Rubinstein Club comes this All night long cne plane hedge
OF THE LAST , 'fj
year Friday evening at 8 oclock hopped the trees creating a constant
in the Congregational Church. The wind.
PUBLIC ENEMY! t i
ENDS TONIGHT
DOROTHY
ROBERT talent is cf its usual fine quality
Birds are known to fly long dis
L.AMOUR
PRESTON
and it is hoped this wonderful
tances
in a short period. An Arctic
in “TYPHOON"
concert will give all music lovers
tern
banded
in Labrador was found
an idea tf the intensive work and
Friday and Saturday
less
than
feur
months later in South
interest shewn by the merr.iaers
Africa,
which
is nearly 10,000 miles
of the club.
away.
On the program with Mrs. Lucille Potters Lavin the following j Whrn thp fir ,t CongrPRS met in
artists w.ll appear: Mrs. Faith ,New York in 1789 the Hcuse cf RepBo ry ar.d Mrs. Nettie Averill w II resentatves had only 65 members.
thrill their audien:e w.th a beauti
ful rendering of organ and piano
Experimental railway cars equipped
arrangement. Of great interest with sails were once tried out on
Moot Ml Shozb .
will be the quartet ccmipcsed of the South Carolina and Baltimore
Mrs. Ruth Sanfoorn. piano. Mi&s & Ohio Railroads.
• » • •
Bertha Luce violin. Dr. Harold
An 8')-year old French doctor has
Jameson, flute and T. Jennesse
given this advice fcr longevity:
French, cello.
Mist Bertha Luce, also w 11 pre Drink no water and take as little
sent her own group of viclin solos exercise as possible. And another
310 MAIN ST.*
ROCKLAND
TEL. 593-M
: —all are musieinas of fine talent. man 103 years old says th s: "Late
to bed and late to rise keeps the
twinkle in your eyes."

1

Rubinstein Concert

FEMALE FAIN

I

9

The public is cordially invited to attend this amazing
demonstration and see this long dreamed of miracle
of comfort.

EXPERT DELQNSTRATORS FROM AWAY
FOR YOUR HAIR
LLER BRISTLECOMB

Aid Greece This Week

POLIY PRESTONS

“TURBAN METHOD”

ft

A Stormy Welcome

The “Turban Wave” is sponsored in Rockland by

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
37-39

•

•

•

BLACKINGTON'S

EASTER COATS

Plus
Walt
Disney
Cartoon

BOGART
alanTurtis

CHIEF"

THE BABY SHOP

v\

Fomoui GE Iron
Dial the Fabric” Control •
CompcujatingThermostat • Fast
heating
soleplate
.......h — large —
-1----- •

Thumb rcit — button nooks.

buy this

LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS

All New Shades and Styles

TODAY'

Sizes from I to 7 years

DON

BARRY

•FLIGHT FROM DESTINY"
GERALDINE FITZGERALD

Red
Jt niE DUNCAN. SYD SAYLOR

Also COATS for small boys

THOMAS MITCHELL

extra: extra:

From 1 to 5 years

Opening Chapter New Serial:

AU metal will last a lifetime
• Vapor-vented metal top •
Patented folding legs • Warp
proof «— fireproof.

general ®elbcthic

combination at

CENTRA ,®>AI N E
POWfcV XOMFAMY

STARTS SUNDAY
‘NICE GIRL"
DEANNA DURBIN

Strand

Week Days.
Sundays,

891
2.80, 8.30. 8J0
3.00, 6.30, 8.30

general outlet of any State in the
Union. Waters from her lakes and
rivers drain into Hudson Bay, the1

AT

FIRE

A DIABOLICAL GENIUS PLOTTING
WORlD DESTRUCTION WITH AN i
ARMY OF SUPER ROBOTS'

These coats for small boys are
the most attractive we have seen
in many years.

CROCKETT’S
DON'T FORGET. KIDS!
A BIG 5 CENT CANDY BAR
—F R E E—
To the first 400 children attend
ing our matinee Saturday

BABY SHOP
9 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND

cAtodij/i,

Minnesota probably lias the most

Atlantic Ocean

and

the

SHOES

Gulf cf

Mexico.

!

• • ♦ *
Isn't it quite the truth that the
really slushiest bit cf snow is the
heavy banks of poetry that it in
spires?
* • • •
Troubles are often like thunder
clouds. They are very black in the
distance, but most always grow
lighter as they get nearer.

I

• • « *

Golfer:
“What terrible links
] these are, Caddy. Don t they have
money enough to keep them in bet’ter order?”
Caddy: "Sorry, sir. These aren’t
the links We are in Mrs. Smith's
!rock garden."
9 9 9 9

Maine received last year $25 000
for vocational education. Congress
man Margaret Chase Smith is look
ing well after this line of needs.

SNAPDRAGONS

$2.00 a Dozen
At present we are cutting in our greenhouses some
Superb Snapdragons. Large flower heads on sturdy
stalks, they make a very showy bouquet.
If
you have an anniversary, birthday, or a friend who
is “shut-in’’ to remember, order some of these espe
cially fine Snapdragons. They are sure to please.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE 318-W,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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National Defense

thursi
Saturd!

MEDOMAK

Mrs. Louise Lamb of Lewiston is
employed at Sidney Martin’s.
Haitwell Carter of Fort McKin
Helen Hyde Carlson’s
ley
was recent guest of his patents,
Report Given At the
AND THE
Mr. and M s. Thomas Carter.
D. A. R. Conference
Mrs. Susan Prior who spent the ’
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Winter with her daughter, Mrs.
The following report was present Ashley Genthner, is with her son, I
ed before the State Conference of Clifford Leeman at Round Pond
Dennis McLain of Camp Edwards
All of these women had made the D A.R.. in Bangor last Thursday
Agriculture
passed the weekend with his par
plans
for
these
improvements
at
Mrs. Bessie Hardy, of Hope, was
by Helen Hyde Carlson, of Rock ents, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin McLain.
selected this year as one of the meetings held during the past two land. State chaiiman of National
Jchn Osier recently visited his1
outstanding homemakers in the years; as Miss Edna Cobb, home
aunt,
Mrs. Linwood Timberlake in
Defense through Patriotic Educa
State. Each year at Farm and management specialist, said) at the
Portland.
Heme Week two women and two meeting, “One way to get things tion. Maine Daughters of the
Mrs. Freda Collamore spent Fri
m?n are selected as outstanding done in the home is to make plans American Revolution.
day with Mrs. George Carter in
ahead.
”
Several
of
the
husbands
homemakers and farmers. Since
Friendship.
The cry of the Nation today Is
the plan was started in the State, ar.d wives made out a schedule of
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Simmons of
the e have been two other women improvements that they are plan for National Defense, and because Friendship were callers Sunday on
friends in this place.
In Kncx and Lincoln counties to ning to make in tihe next few years.
of that and the need for it, the
Mrs. Ellie Carter and son Carhonored: Mrs. Mary Nash otf Cam 4-H Club Notes
work
of
our
committee
is
more
im

roll
of Thomaston were visitors
den andi Mrs. Lizzie Hawes of
Twenty-six dozen eggs from
Sunday at Verge Prior’s.
Union.
portant
than
ever,
and
no
other
or

Knox and Lincoln counties were
Dorothy Simmons who has been
At the orchard meet ng held in
ganization is doing the work in visiting her sister. Mrs. Thelma
sent
to
the
egg
show
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“Fruit for the Lunch Box” was
the subject matter at a recent
meeting of the Jolly Highlanders
of Rockland at the heme of their
Mother! Give YOUR Child
leader, Mrs. Frances Farrand.
The Same Export Caro
Margaret Huntley and Gwendolyn
At the first sign of a chest cold — the
Dean made strained1 andi un
Dionne Quintuplets'chests and throats
strained applesauce; Beverly Rogers
nrc rubbed witn Children’s Mild Mustcrole— a product made etpecially to made fruit candy'; Mary Sawyer
promptly relieve the DISTRESS of
(hildren's colds and resulting bron and Lorraine Curiy prepared vari
ations of tomato juice.
chial and croupy coughs.
Relief usually comes quickly because
Mbs. Scott Littlefield, assistant
Musterole is MORE than an ordinary
leader,
showed the girts how to use
“salve.” It helps break up local con
gestion. As Musterole is used on the
a pattern correctly at a meeting of
Quints you may be sure you are using i thp w nnprK Ar vinalhaven March
just about the BEST product made. 'w.nners oi vinalhaven, March
Also in Regular and Extra Strength , 17. Mrs. Kenneth Cook is the
for those preferringa stronger product. I leader.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
315-323 Main Street

s

*Thia is Detroit delivered De Luxe Coupe price end includes ell Federal
taxes end ell etenderd equipment. Transportetion, state and local taxes
(if any), extra. Front directional signals and bumper guards at alight
extra cost. See your Dodge dealer for easy budget terms Prices subject
to change without notice.

BRAEMORE
£2uiet

Phone 980

l:;r

1

1

........... ....

Generous Savings on numerous pieces. Floor samples,
odds and ends and discontinued items, all Drastically
Reduced to clear them promptly. Now’s the time to
SAVE!

SAVE 1-5 to 1-2!

9-pc. DINING ROOM SDITE
DUNCAN PHYFE MAHOGANY! SAVE $44.50 NOW!

Jfc_

CLEARANCE

WAS $139.50
A remarkable suite that offers
you decorative charm at an
unusually low price. Table.
66-inch Buffet, Arm Chair, 5
Chairs and China. Blue Tap
estry Seat Covers. See it!

ATTENTION! HOTELS, TOURIST CAMPS, HOMES!

39 Mattresses
Inner Spring Construction! Famous Makes!

/

CLEARANCE

Make this major improvement
for the sleeping comfort of your
self or guests. Many are Sim
mons and Red Cross makes. Few
are slightly soiled. Most arc per
fect. Durable covers.

331-3% to

50% Off

Full, Three-quarters and Twin
Sizes

PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITES
CLEARANC
Were

$95.00

mo
NR

7-PIECE WALNUT

DINETTE

WAS
$no

$*7O
<

Table, Buffet, 4 Chairs

and China Closet

FLUID DRIVE

EXTRA
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New *
19414
RAD

Save nearly half. An almost unbelievable
price for such excellently constructed
suites. Super-sagless bottoms. Tapes
try and velour covers in several colors.
Classic and modern styles.

11 Pieces of Walnut, Mahogany, Maple

DRESSERS and VANITIES
Were $22. to $50

NOW

$11 to $25

Your chance to have that ex
tra storage space at little cost.
Well built. Save at Stoning
ton's!

SALE
ENDS
SAT.

10 pref<

Discontinued Patterns in 9x12

Axminster Rugs

plusthe

The new 19
Leading vr
trated. Its (
ing for fori

27x54” AXMINSTER

CLEARANC

SCATTER RUGS
Were $39.50

20% OFF

and $42.50

for dumol
20 times !■<
Tuning bri
the push ot.
control him
For full

II

Were $4.95 to $7.95

in BOSTON

NOW $3.95 to $6.25
Discontinued Patterns

A diatinetjee residential and transient hotel located at the entrance

to Boston's beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Families will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rates.
A’o liquor told.
Our own garage.

All dependable quality Bigelow, and Alexander
Smith Rugs. Oriental, hooked, and two-tone de
signs. Rich colors. With prices rising such a value
is a sensation. Come in now!

RCA-Victor and Philco Radios—Half Price

Room and both from $3 - double from $5 - suite* from $6

. 466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
'Kenmore Square.
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

Rockland

FURNITURE

€1 COMODORO

DODGE

-

Establi;

Look for the Red Tags for Super-Values

MIAMI

QUINTUPLETS
CHEST CULUS

Issue:
TuesdJ

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 124- W

Small lot of discontinued models. All in perfect condition. SAVE!

397 MAII

